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ABSTRACT 
Subsurface hydrocarbon contamination caused by accidental spills or operational 
leakages of petroleum products is a global environmental concern. In order to cost-
effectively and eco-friendly recover the contaminated sites, biosurfactant enhanced 
aquifer remediation (BSEAR) technologies have become a popular subject in both 
research and practice. However, the inherent uncertainties and complexities of the 
subsurface systems make it challenging in numerical simulation of the hydrocarbon 
transport and fate as well as remediation processes. Efforts in developing more efficient 
and robust parameterization approaches for such modeling purpose, therefore, are highly 
desired.    
This research aims to help fill the gap by developing a novel hybrid stochastic – 
design of experiment aided parameterization (HSDP) method for modeling BSEAR 
processes. The method was developed and tested based on an integrated physical and 
numerical modeling system comprised of a set of intermediate scale flow cells (ISFCs) 
and a numerical simulator named BioF&T 3D. Generally, the HSDP method was 
performed by: 1) building the design of experiment (DOE) models based on screened 
parameters and defined responses, which could reflect the goodness of fit between 
observed and simulated data; 2) identifying the and interactions among parameters and 
their significance; 3) optimizing the DOE predicted responses; 4) introducing stochastic 
data within reduced intervals based on the optimized parameters; 5) running Monte Carlo 
simulation to find the optimal responses with the corresponding combinations of 
parameters. The flow cell tests proved that the HSDP method could improve both 
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efficiency and robustness of modeling parameterization and significantly reduce the 
computational demand without compromising the effectiveness in quantifying parameter 
interactions and uncertainties.  
Furthermore, a specific lab synthetized surfactin was applied in this study. The 
effect of dissolution enhancement was observed from parallel flow cell experiments 
especially during the first 12 hours following the initial hydrocarbon release. The HSDP 
method was demonstrated to be capable of advancing BioF&T 3D, which lacks the 
capacity of simulating surfactant. By incorporating the HSDP method, the BSEAR 
processes were effectively simulated with a satisfactory overall goodness of fit (R2 = 
0.76, 0.81, 0.83, and 0.81 for benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylene, respectively). 
The enhanced dissolution effect was also reflected in the modeling parameterization by 
increasing the first 12 hours hydrocarbon loading ratio (12LR) compared to non-
biosurfactant processes. 
This research developed a new parameterization method HSDP, which is capable of 
revealing interactions of parameters, as well as quantifying their uncertainties, in a robust 
and efficient manner. Also, using this method, this study initiated the attempts to advance 
simpler numerical models in simulating complicated BSEAR processes, which is 
particularly attractive for the potential applications in practice.    
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
Soil and groundwater contamination is one of the most intractable environmental 
problems around the globe. The contaminated sites threaten human health, and might lead 
to a variety of unforeseen negative impacts, risks and liabilities to the environments (Li et 
al., 2003; Huang et al., 2006b; Swartjes et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2012). These concerns 
are especially pertinent in Canada, where petroleum production and consumption 
activities are intensive, and oil leakages from transportation pipelines and underground 
storage tanks (USTs) are ubiquitous (Zhang et al., 2012). According to the most recent 
data from Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat (2015), 5,786 out of 20,216 federal 
contaminated sites require remedial actions, and 729 sites are considered as high priority 
for action. 
Major categories of contaminants such as polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB), 
tetrachloroethylene (PCE), methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE), polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbon (PAH), as well as benzene-toluene-ethylbenzene-xylene (BTEX) are among 
the most common hazardous compounds found in contaminated sites. Varying in 
solubility and density, light non-aqueous phase liquid (LNAPL) and dense non-aqueous 
phase liquid (DNAPL) migrate differently in nature, which favors different removal 
mechanisms (Alvarez and Illman, 2005).  Many remediation technologies have been 
made viable during the past few decades, such as soil flushing, pump and treat, and 
bioremediation. However, it has been a significant challenge to efficiently remove the 
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targeted contaminants in practice, especially considering that non-aqueous phase 
hydrocarbon contaminants tend to adhere to the surfaces of soil particles and are usually 
low in water solubility.  
In order to overcome this obstacle, surfactants have recently become a promising 
option in soil and groundwater remediation practices (Pacwa-Płociniczak et al., 2011; 
Mao et al., 2014). It can be introduced as additives in different operational systems to 
enhance the performance of remediation technologies (Jácome and Van Geel, 2013; Guo 
et al., 2014). As a group of amphiphilic compounds, surfactants contain both hydrophilic 
and hydrophobic parts. When surfactants are applied to a soil-water-hydrocarbon 
heterogeneous system, their particular molecular structures allows them to gradually 
replace the interfacial solvent like water at an increasing concentration, resulting in a 
decreased surface tension, which can consequently accelerate the dissolution of the non-
aqueous hydrocarbon contaminants. When the concentration of surfactants reaches a 
certain threshold termed Critical Micelle Concentration (CMC), micelles begin to form 
and desorption of contaminants is remarkably promoted with increased solubility for 
mechanical removal (e.g., soil flushing and subsequent separation), and simultaneously 
make it easier for biodegradation (Paria, 2008; Mao et al., 2014). The kinetics, 
performance, and side effects of surfactants have been at length studied, and it was 
suggested that toxicity can be a critical concern when a certain type of surfactant is 
selected for enhanced site remediation (Volkering et al., 1997; Franzetti et al., 2006; 
Rebello et al., 2014; Li et al., 2015a). At the current stage, most commercially available 
surfactants are synthetized by chemical processes. Empirical studies demonstrated that 
non-naturally produced surfactants are generally toxic and mostly difficult to be degraded 
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by micro-organisms, which makes biosurfactants a promising alternative for potential 
applications (Zhang et al., 2011; Cai et al., 2014).  
Biosurfactants are compounds that exhibit similar functions as chemically 
synthetized surfactants in reducing the surface and interfacial tension of liquids, but 
originated from naturally existing living organisms, such as microbes, plants, animals, 
and even human beings, which are associated with low toxicity and high biodegradability 
(Christofi and Ivshina, 2002; Paria, 2008; Mao et al., 2014). Compared to chemical 
surfactants, biosurfactants are still at a relatively early stage. Production, testing, and 
deployment of biosurfactants are receiving extensive attentions lately by researchers. 
Many studies have been focused on screening, isolation, and characterization of microbes 
that are capable of producing surfactants. The sources of bacteria and their substrates are 
various, and generally the production of biosurfactants is costly with low yields (Banat et 
al., 2010; Banat et al., 2011; Dhail and Jasuja, 2012; Pereira et al., 2013; Vijaya et al., 
2014). Biosurfactants are normally classified based on the chemical composition and 
microbial origin. The major classes of biosurfactants include glycolipid, rhamnolipids, 
sophorolipids, lipopeptides, lipoproteins, phospholipids, fatty acids, and polymeric 
surfactants (Rahman and Gakpe, 2008; Pacwa-Płociniczak et al., 2011; Shoeb et al., 
2013; Rautela and Cameotra, 2014). However, due to the limited commercial options 
available, there is often a lack of uniform standards and specifications for biosurfactants 
regarding their properties and details of production processes, which implies that 
performance evaluations of different types of biosurfactants have to be conducted on a 
case by case basis (Santa Anna et al., 2007; Marchant and Banat, 2012; Damasceno et al., 
2014; Lotfabad et al., 2015).  
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1.2 Statement of Problems 
In previous studies, lab scale column experiments were extensively involved to 
evaluate the performances of various types of biosurfactants. The quantity of required 
biosurfactants was relatively low, but it inevitably compromised the reflection of multi-
dimensional transportations and heterogeneities in practices (Gudiña et al., 2012; 
Khodadadi et al., 2012; Joshi and Desai, 2013; da Rosa et al., 2015). On the other hand, 
large pilot-scale experiments or field-scale testing often require significant amount of 
biosurfacants, long sampling durations and complex physical systems for data 
acquisitions, which are costly and difficult to control. As a consequence, not many 
researching projects have been attempted (Maqsood, 2004; Huang et al., 2006b; Yu et al., 
2010).  As a trade-off option, Song and Seagren (2008) designed and applied an 
intermediate-scale flow cell (ISFC), which was able to interpret relatively large-scale 
physical, chemical, and biological processes, while keeping the complexities of the 
modeling system under controlled laboratory conditions. However, there is a lack of 
existing applications of flow cells in subsurface contamination and remediation 
experiments, and biosurfactants were rarely involved (Harvell, 2012; Tick et al., 2015). 
Moreover, it is vital to achieve a better understanding of the fate of contaminants in 
aquifer, particularly with the presence of surfactants, and further to assess the potential 
impacts on the contaminated sites for the optimization of the remediation strategies. In 
this regard, numerical model has generally been accepted as an effective tool to fulfill 
these expectations and as such has been continuously studied (Huang, 2004; Maqsood, 
2004; Bear and Cheng, 2010; Yeh, 2015).  During recent decades, many numerical 
models have been developed and applied in simulating the subsurface flow and 
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contaminants transportation within porous media. Primarily based on Darcy’s law and 
mass transferring kinetics, most of the up to date numerical models have been enabled to 
simulate multi-dimensional, multi-stages, multi-phases, and multi-components scenarios 
which can reflect real world conditions using finite-element or finite-difference 
approximations (Crawford, 1999; Mulligan and Yong, 2004; Bear and Cheng, 2010; Agah 
et al., 2013).  
Numerical models are expected to accurately reflect the real world situations. 
However, there is often a lack of fit existing due to the intrinsic system heterogeneities 
and imprecisely defined parameter uncertainties, which makes it essential to calibrate the 
numerical models before applying them for predictions. The traditional method of model 
calibration is essentially a trial and error process which uses iterations to adjust the 
relevant parameters until the simulated outputs are sufficiently close to the experimental 
data. This method is still popular and has been embedded in commercial modeling tools 
for automatic calibration (Solomatine et al., 1999; Sonnenborg et al., 2003; Mugunthan et 
al., 2005; Razavi and Tolson, 2012). Despite a good level of fit with observed data can be 
expected by using the trial-and-error calibration method, it should not be ignored that 
some major limitations such as extensive computational requirements, low physical 
plausibility, and over-parameterization often exist, which might lead to the ignorance of 
the potentially significant variables (Neuman, 1973; Daliakopoulos et al., 2005; Van 
Griensven et al., 2006; Whittaker et al., 2010; Okamoto and Akella, 2012). Hence, it is 
essential to conduct uncertainty and sensitivity analysis for parameterization of the 
models, and further to minimize the discrepancies between simulated and observed data. 
Many standard methods are generally available in this regard (Sin et al., 2011; He et al., 
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2012; Shen et al., 2012; Zhuo et al., 2013; Houska et al., 2014; Tang et al., 2015). For 
uncertainty analysis, Monte Carlo simulations are one of the most common stochastic 
methods involving random sampling with certain types of distributions, and it has been 
widely applied in environmental systems by propagating the parameter uncertainties and 
reflecting their impacts on the model output (Helton, 1993; Huang and Loucks, 2000; 
Jing et al., 2013a; Jing et al., 2013b; Li et al., 2014). One-factor-at-a-time (OFAT) is one 
of the traditional sensitivity analysis methods. This method simply adjusts one parameter 
at a time while keeping other parameters fixed. Its applications have been found in 
multiple studies conducted on various models (Lenhart et al., 2002; Holvoet et al., 2005; 
Jing and Chen, 2011). However, it is challenging to find a method which is not only 
capable of revealing the interactions between parameters, but also efficient in 
computational capacity (Saltelli, 1999; Montgomery, 2008; Peeters et al., 2014).  
To address this issue, design of experiment (DOE) provides an alternative for 
parameterization of numerical models. DOE is a well-known statistical methodology, 
which can unveil the interrelationships between parameters and the corresponding 
responses by conducting controlled experiments (Park, 2007). By using DOE methods, it 
is possible to simultaneously study several parameters and their interactions (Czitrom, 
1999; Veličković et al., 2013; Sarikaya and Güllü, 2015). Despite that many recent 
studies have also involved DOE in various types of simulations and optimizations, 
relationships between responses and stochastically distributed parameters are seldom 
integrated. In addition, DOE aided parameterization method has rarely been used in 
groundwater and subsurface modeling, in which uncertainties commonly exist and 
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knowledge concerning complicated interactions between each parameter is far from 
adequate.  
It is particularly appealing to use the DOE aided parameterization method when 
complicated surfactant enhanced aquifer remediation (SEAR) processes are simulated. 
Existing studies of SEAR processes based on multidimensional physical and numerical 
modeling systems are limited; particularly for biosurfactant enhanced aquifer remediation 
(BSEAR) processes (Brown et al., 1994; Huang et al., 2003; Liu, 2005; Huang et al., 
2006b; Yu et al., 2010). For instance, a specific SEAR simulator named UTCHEM 
(University of Texas Chemical Compositional Simulator) was mainly used in previous 
studies to numerically describe the multiphase and multicomponent contaminants 
transportations under the presence of surfactant (Delshad et al., 1996; Zhang et al., 2005; 
Qin et al., 2007; Jin et al., 2014). The complex kinetic equations reflecting non-
equilibrium flow and mass transfer processes, however, make it a heavy computational 
burden to specifically identify all the surfactant properties or to introduce stochastic 
parameters for sensitivity analysis and model calibration (He et al., 2008; Luo and Lu, 
2014). It is particularly challenging for practices considering types of biosurfactants and 
conditions for their application may vary from case to case, which might pose significant 
uncertainties associated with the limited data available. Therefore, it is highly desired to 
study the possibility of using a simplified modeling approach for practices, so that the 
simulation of BSEAR processes can be more efficiently and robustly conducted at a 
comparable level of accuracy. As an example, BioF&T 3D is a mature simulator 
developed by Katyal (1997a) to solve multiphase and multicomponent biodegradation, 
flow, and transport in porous media, and it has been used in multiple previous studies  
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(Suk et al., 2000; Lee et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2004; Qin et al., 2008b; Kumar, 2012). 
Compared to UTCHEM, BioF&T 3D is simpler but not originally built with surfactant 
modules. Therefore, surfactant related parameters have not been identified in BioF&T 3D 
for SEAR simulations. In order to help fill this technical gap, it would be critical to 
investigate on the following two questions: 
1) Is it possible to develop an effective and efficient parameterization method to 
assess uncertainties and sensitivities associated with the parameters, such that simpler 
numerical models can be advanced to simulate complicated BSEAR processes, 
particularly under practical situations?  
2) If possible, which parameters are considered significant with the presence of 
biosurfactant? How are they adjusted compared to none biosurfactant scenarios? What 
are the physical explanations of these adjustments?  
1.3 Objectives 
 To answer above questions, this research aims to build an integrated physical and 
numerical modeling approach, based on which a new parameterization method is 
developed to examine modeling uncertainties and improve simulation performance in an 
effective and efficient manner. The new parameterization method is further used to 
advance simpler numerical models to simulate BSEAR processes with the physical 
explanations of the corresponding adjustments of parameters. The research tasks entail: 
1) to conduct ISFC soil washing experiments to physically simulate subsurface 
hydrocarbon contaminates transportations with and without the additions of 
biosurfactants; 2) to develop a new parameterization method that can quantify the 
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significance of modeling parameters with their interactions, and the influence from their 
uncertainties; 3) to employ the developed parameterization method and generate a 
verified combination of parameters that can advance simpler numerical models in 
simulating BSEAR processes; 4) to evaluate the performance of the biosurfactant applied 
in this study, and further to investigate how the modeling parameters should be adjusted 
to simulate BSEAR processes.   
1.4 Structure of the Thesis 
This thesis is composed of 6 chapters. The structure of the thesis is illustrated in 
Figure 1.1. Chapter 2 reviews the previous studies in physically and numerically 
describing subsurface contaminants transportation and remediation, especially for 
BSEAR processes. Existing parameterization methods for numerical models, including 
uncertainty analysis, sensitivity analysis, model calibration and verification, as well as 
DOE aided parameterization methods, are also reviewed in this chapter.  Chapter 3 
presents an integrated physical and numerical modeling approach, which is established by 
coupling flow cell experiments with BioF&T 3D. The experimental setups, governing 
equations and the corresponding solution methodologies are also introduced. Chapter 4 
proposes a hybrid stochastic-design of experiment aided parameterization (HSDP) 
method, which is demonstrated with a case study to simulate a soil flushing process based 
on the ISFC.  Chapter 5 advances and parameterizes BioF&T 3D to simulate BSEAR 
processes using the HSDP method. A type of lab synthetized surfactin is introduced into 
one of the ISFC units as an enhancement of soil flushing. Its performance is evaluated by 
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comparing to a parallel flow cell experiment for non-biosurfactant scenarios. Finally, 
Chapter 6 draws conclusions along with suggestions for future work.  
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Figure 1.1 Roadmap to the research 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Background 
Subsurface non-aqueous phase liquid (NAPL) contamination from spill and leakage 
of petroleum products has become a major environmental concern. It may result in long 
term adverse health impacts due to its persistence in nature (Braddock and McCarthy, 
1996; Li et al., 2003; Yang et al., 2012; Jácome and Van Geel, 2015). To remediate the 
contaminated sites under different situations, many technical countermeasures have been 
developed, as summarized in Table 3.1.  In order to achieve a better understanding of the 
fate of contaminants in aquifer, thus to support decision makings regarding remediation 
practices, many studies have been conducted during the past decades.  
Many numerical models have been developed to mathematically describe the 
subsurface processes. Physical models, on the other hand, have also played a significant 
role in providing observed data for calibration and verification of numerical models. It is 
of importance to get a general image of different types of numerical and physical models, 
as well as how they are integrated in the previous studies, especially relating to 
biosurfactant enhanced aquifer remediation (BSEAR) processes (Yu et al., 2011; 
Harendra and Vipulanandan, 2012).  
In order to improve the performance of numerical models, it is essential to conduct 
parameterization processes, including sensitivity and uncertainty analysis, as well as to 
calibrate and verify the numerical models for practical applications in predictions. Many 
methods have been developed in the previous studies, and each method has its own 
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advantages and limitations. Therefore, it is highly desired to review these different 
methods, especially how they were conducted within the complicated subsurface 
modeling systems.   
In this chapter, different physical and numerical models, as well as their integrations 
will be reviewed especially focusing on studies of BSEAR processes. Parameterization 
methods for subsurface modeling, including previous attempts on sensitivity analysis, 
uncertainty analysis, model calibration and verification, will also be reviewed. As a 
relatively new parameterization methodology recently utilized in different types of 
numerical models, Design of experiment (DOE) will also be reviewed regarding its 
principles and corresponding applications. 
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Table 2.1 Summary of aquifer remediation approaches 
Technology Description Strengths Limitations 
Soil vapor 
extraction 
Creating vacuum by extracting 
subsurface air laden with contaminant 
vapors through pre-laid extraction 
wells or pipes, normally in series with 
vapor treatment technologies. 
+Minimum disturbance to site 
operations; 
+Cost efficient for large volume; 
+Mobile and flexible.    
-Greatly impeded by weathering 
effects; 
-Only effective for VOCs; 
-Requires high permeable and 
homogeneous soil profile.  
Bioremediation Using microorganisms to break down 
and digest the contaminants. It can be 
conducted naturally (natural 
attenuation) or enhanced by adjusting 
operating conditions and adding 
nutrients and microbes (biostimulation 
and bioaugmentation).  
+low cost; 
+Fundamental removal for organic 
contaminants; 
+Does not dewater the aquifer; 
+Minimum disturbance to site 
operations; 
+Public acceptances. 
-Requiring extensive monitoring; 
-Long remediation duration under 
natural conditions; 
-Risk for accumulation of toxic 
biodegradation products. 
Air sparging Air is injected into water-saturated 
soils, often in conjunction with 
vacuum extraction systems for 
stripped VOCs removal. It also 
stimulates biodegradation by 
transferring oxygen into groundwater. 
+Minimal disturbance to site 
operations; 
+Cost efficient for large volume; 
+Mobile and flexible system; 
+No requirements on removal, 
treatment, storage or discharge for 
groundwater. 
-Not recommended for confined 
aquifers; 
-Requires high permeable and 
homogeneous soil profile; 
-Risk for inducing VOCs 
migration with insufficient 
vacuum extraction capacity. 
Soil fracturing Normally a pretreatment process, high 
pressure air (pneumatic) and water 
(hydraulic) are injected, creating 
factures in dense soils to enhance the 
mass transfer of contaminants. 
+Adaptive with a wide range of 
remediation technologies; 
+Improve the effectiveness of in-
situ remediation by increasing the 
permeability. 
-Not viable in areas of high 
seismic activity and possible 
underground utilities; 
-Might create new pathways for 
contaminants migration. 
Soil flushing Involving the injection or infiltration +Can be applied either in-situ or -Flushing solution might not be 
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References: (Alvarez and Illman, 2005; Bhandari et al., 2007; Higgins and Olson, 2009; Hu et al., 2010; Nilsson et al., 2011; Atteia et al., 
2013; Camenzuli et al., 2013; Gillespie and Philp, 2013; Gomes et al., 2013; Ashraf et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015) 
process using the flushing solution, 
normally water or water with 
additives, to dissolve and extract 
contaminants for above ground 
treatment. 
off-situ, flexible in scales and 
locations; 
+Wide applicability for different 
types of contaminants; 
efficient for mixtures of 
contaminants; 
-May cause secondary pollution. 
-Requires high permeable and 
homogeneous soil profile. 
Pump and treat Pumping groundwater up to the 
surface for contaminants separation 
and removal.  
+A proven mature technologies; 
+Wide applicability to different 
types of contaminants;  
-High cost; 
-Long operating duration; 
-Rebound effects might occur 
when groundwater level recovers. 
Phytoremediation Using plants to remediate 
contaminated sites by direct uptake 
(phytotransformation) and 
degradation in rhizosphere 
(Rhizosphere bioremediation).  
+low cost; 
+Easy implementation and 
maintenance; 
+Aesthetical value; 
+Can effectively prevent migration 
of contaminants by direct uptake. 
-Long remediation duration; 
-Dependence on climate and 
hydrologic conditions ; 
-Only applicable to shallow 
aquifers. 
Stabilization and 
solidification 
Involves no removal or degradation, 
but to limit the mobility of 
contaminants by chemical and 
physical processes. 
+Low cost; 
+Wide applicability to different 
types of contaminants and soils; 
+Simple operations 
-No fundamental removal; 
-Emissions might occur during 
processing VOCs; 
-May hinder future site usage. 
In situ reactive 
walls 
Installing impermeable barriers, such 
as slurry walls, to control and direct 
contaminated groundwater plumes 
through impacted porous reactive 
medias for adsorption and removal. 
+Capable of integrating other 
remediation technologies; 
+Effective in plume isolation and 
control; 
+Replaceable reactive gates; 
-Leakage might happen; 
-Accumulated waste can 
compromise the function of the 
wall. 
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2.2 Simulation of Subsurface Contamination and Remediation 
2.2.1 Physical simulation 
As a significant part of aquifer contamination and remediation studies, physical model not 
only can approximate real site conditions and generate measurements of specific parameters, but 
also can directly reflect the behavior and fate of non-aqueous phase liquid (NAPL) contaminants 
in porous media, thus to provide general insights regarding effectiveness and efficiency of 
remediation options to practitioners (Peurrung et al., 2013; Renard and Allard, 2013). In the past 
few decades, experiments at different scales have been widely conducted to physically simulate 
subsurface contamination as well as various types of remediation processes.  
As a type of the most commonly applied physical models, lab-scale column experiments are 
simply structured with controlled experimental conditions, requiring relatively low media 
volume and short sampling duration, which makes it easier in reproducibility (Suthar et al., 2008; 
Pfletschinger et al., 2012; Maszkowska et al., 2013; Rezanezhad et al., 2014). Many recent 
studies included column experiments, for example, Schubert et al. (2007) conducted lab-scale 
measurements of radon partitioning coefficients between water and organic liquids in NAPL-
contaminated sand columns, which led to a general implication of using radon as an indicator to 
quantitatively estimate aquifer NAPL contaminations. Bouchard et al. (2008) employed a 1.2 m 
long column filled with alluvial sand and performed measurements of Volatile Organic 
Compounds (VOCs) concentrations and compound-specific isotope ratios. The findings of the 
study could greatly contribute to the source depletion monitoring and biodegradation assessing. 
Russo et al. (2010) conducted miscible-displacement experiments using 7 cm long by 2.1 cm 
diameter stainless-steel columns to examine the occurrence of asymptotic elution tailing when 
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organic compounds are transported within porous media. The results of the study suggested that 
the retardation effect associated with the organic-carbon contents of the porous media was the 
major reason associated with this phenomenon. Estrada et al. (2015) investigated the 
surfactant/foam technique for NAPL aquifer remediation based on 40 cm long by 4.4 cm inner 
diameter sand columns. Using resistance factor as an indicator of the presence of weak or strong 
foam, the experimental results revealed that the impacts on permeability reduction from 
surfactant/foam were minor, which further confirmed the applicability of the technology in field 
practices.  
Column experiments are particularly popular in testing the performance of biosurfactant in 
SEAR processes. Bai et al. (1997) investigated rhamnolipid biosurfactant produced by 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa for its potential to remove residual hexadecane using sand columns. 
The results showed that the removal coefficient was much higher for column packed with larger 
diameter sand, and 500 mg/l was the optimal biosurfactant concentration of those tested (40, 300, 
500, 800, and 1500 mg/l) over the duration of experiments. It was also suggested that 
mobilization, including displacement and dispersion, was the primary mechanism for the 
removal of residual hexadecane.  Rhamnolipid also exhibited best performance compared to two 
synthetic surfactants, sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and Tween 80, regarding removal efficiency 
as well as interfacial tension lowering effects. Similar column experiments were also found in 
studies regarding the remediation of heavy metal-contaminated soil, in which the injections of 
rhamnolipid biosurfactant in the form of foam and liquid solution were involved (Mulligan and 
Wang, 2006; Wang and Mulligan, 2009). Targeting different aquifer contaminants, soil columns 
were also widely employed in many other recent studies for biosurfacant performance 
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evaluations (Stumpp et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2012; Bayer et al., 2013; Haryanto and Chang, 2014; 
Bolobajev et al., 2015; Chang et al., 2015; Zhang, 2015).    
 Compared to lab-scale column experiments, measurements from pilot-scale soil reactors or 
even real sites are favorable options when a study of more complicated subsurface processes is 
desired, especially under multi-dimensional and heterogeneous circumstances. For example, a 
three-dimensional pilot-scale physical model was built by loading a 3.6 m × 1.2 m × 1.4 m 
reactor with four soil layers, and discretized into 180 grid cells (0.15 m × 0.15 m × 0.35 m). 12 L 
gasoline was injected into the bottom of the second soil layer to simulate a point source NAPL 
leakage, and aqueous samples were collected from 25 pre-installed monitoring wells at a certain 
time intervals and analyzed (Huang et al., 2006b). The pilot-scale physical model was also 
demonstrated in studies focusing on different subsurface processes facilitated by various types of 
in-situ remediation systems including natural attenuation  and enhanced bioremediation, in which 
reasonable temporal/spatial migrations of hydrocarbon compounds were observed (Maqsood, 
2004; Huang et al., 2006a; He et al., 2008; Qin et al., 2008a; Zhang et al., 2012). Similarly, 
Cápiro et al. (2008) applied a pilot-scale aquifer tank (3.7 m × 1.8 m × 1.2 m) and  evaluated the 
potential impacts on bacteria associated with degradation of hydrocarbon contaminants by 
monitoring the microbial community following a release of neat ethanol onto a residual 
hydrocarbon source. Akbari and Ghoshal (2014) conducted pilot-scale biopiles experiments 
based on the 1 m × 0.7 m × 0.35 m stainless steel tanks to mimic bioremediation from a sub-
Arctic site, and assessed the rates and extents of biodegradation of aged petroleum hydrocarbons. 
In terms of SEAR processes, a pilot-scale demonstration was undertaken to recover PCE 
from a sandy glacial outwash aquifer at the Bachman Road site in Oscoda, Michigan (Abriola et 
al., 2005; Ramsburg et al., 2005). The establishment of physical models included site 
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characterization, system design and operation, as well as tracer test design.  Tween 80 was 
applied in surfactant flushing over a period of 10 days, and an estimation of 19 L PCE and 95% 
injected surfactant were recovered. PCE concentrations within the treated zone were reduced by 
as much as two orders of magnitude from pre-SEAR levels without rebound 450 days after the 
operations ceased. Similarly, Svab et al. (2009) built a pilot-scale physical model consisted of a 
steel column (3 m in length, 1.5 m in diameter) and a liquid circulation system.  A type of anionic 
surfactant Spolapon AOS 146 solution was circulated with the system to treat the PCB 
contaminated soil. Um et al. (2013) conducted a feasibility test of in-situ soil flushing base on a 
pilot-scale xylene contaminated test site (5 m × 5 m × 3 m). Tween 80 solution at low 
concentration was applied to enhance the remediation processes.    
Considering that it is still a challenge for the massive production of biosurfacants, existing 
studies related to field -scale or pilot-scale demonstrations are rare. Tick et al. (2003) employed a 
3 m × 4 m enclosed cell to demonstrate the remediation of PCE-contaminated aquifer using 
cyclodextrin, which was a type of commercial solubility-enhancement agent produced from the 
degradation of starch by bacteria. Integrated with a pump-and-treat operational system, a much 
greater mass removal rate of PCE was observed using cyclodextrin as a flushing agent compared 
to water flushing without additives.  Yu et al. (2010) loaded a pilot-scale soil reactor (3.6 m × 1.2 
m × 1.4 m) and built a three dimensional physical modeling system to simulate a rhamnolipid 
based biosurfactant-enhanced bioremediation (BEB) process for a gasoline contaminated site. 
Lee et al. (2011) performed a pilot scale test for in-situ biosurfactant flushing coupled with a 
highly pressurized air injection (HPAI) processes to remediate a bunker oil contaminated site (17 
m × 12 m × 4 m).     
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Intermediate scale flow cells (ISFCs) provided another alternative for physical simulations 
of subsurface processes. Compared to lab-scale columns and pilot-scale soil reactors, ISFCs were 
normally applied to interpret two dimensional subsurface processes under controlled laboratory 
conditions.  An earlier example was found in the study of Kueper et al. (1989), where a 60 cm × 
80 cm × 0.6 cm parallel-plate laboratory cell was filled with sand to perform the 
tetrachloroethylene-water displacement experiments, which was able to qualitatively reflect the 
effects of porous media heterogeneity on the movement of a dense, chlorinated solvent. More 
recent implementations of ISFCs in modeling subsurface processes were found in the studies of 
Song and Seagren (2008) and Song et al. (2014), who developed a quantitative framework based 
on a set of dimensionless numbers in defining the limiting factors of the in-situ bioremediations. 
Also, in the studies of Chokejaroenrat et al. (2013) and Kananizadeh et al. (2015), a flow cell 
unit with internal dimensions of 21.6 cm × 12.7 cm × 5.1 cm was applied to investigate the 
improved efficiency of in situ chemical oxidation (ISCO) for groundwater treatment by injecting 
xanthan to modify the viscosity of remedial fluids. Gu et al. (2015) presented a new closed 
specimen cell (154 mm wide, 254 mm long, and 90 mm deep) to simulate the electrochemical 
remediation processes and accurately monitor the most important parameters. However, 
applications of ISFCs in studying SEAR processes, especially involving biosurfactants, have 
rarely been reported.   
2.2.2 Numerical simulation 
Taking accumulative knowledge from physical simulation at different scales, numerical 
models have generally been recognized as important as physical models to depict the fate of 
contaminants in the aquifer, and further to guide decision makings on remediation strategies 
accordingly under various scenarios using mathematical approaches (Kobus et al., 2012; Gerhard 
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et al., 2014). Particularly since the 1970s, two factors have greatly stimulated the developing of 
subsurface simulations: 1) in terms of demand, increasingly stringent remediation standards 
require a better understanding of the fate of contaminants in the aquifer; and 2) in terms of 
supply, the rapid development of information technologies make it possible for implementing 
more advanced numerical solution techniques together with the evolutionary data processing and 
graphic display capabilities (Zheng and Bennett, 2002; Konikow, 2011).  
The fundamentals of simulating groundwater flow and contaminant transport are essentially 
comprised of two partial differential equations. The first one is the flow equation that describes 
the connection between hydraulic heads and system stresses such as pumping, initial conditions, 
and boundary conditions (Cooper, 1966; Pinder and Bredehoeft, 1968). The second one is the 
transport equation that describes the migration of contaminants mainly including decaying, 
advection, and dispersion (Reddell and Sunada, 1970; Bear, 1972; Konikow and Grove, 1977). 
These two governing equations are coupled and solved from three aspects: 1) the velocity vector 
component obtained through Darcy’s law; 2) the hydrodynamic dispersion tensor as a function of 
molecular diffusion and groundwater velocity; and 3) the fluid source/sink term (Bachmat and 
Bear, 1964; Bredehoeft and Pinder, 1973; Dagan, 1979; Whitaker, 1986; Souto and Moyne, 
1997). The framework as well as the corresponding equations has generally been accepted as the 
rule of thumb in simulating aquifer contamination and remediation processes (Gorelick, 1990; 
Miller et al., 1998; Zheng and Bennett, 2002; Borsi and Fasano, 2009).  
In terms of modeling subsurface processes where surfactants are applied, existing studies 
have attempted to present the major kinetics and integrate the corresponding governing equations 
with the primary framework. Early efforts could be found in the works of   Wilson (1989) and 
Wayt and Wilson (1989), who considered adsorption of surfactant and solubilization of 
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contaminants in a two dimensional SEAR process. Abriola et al. (1993) further investigated the 
enhanced solubilization process subject to non-equilibrium mass transfer between NAPL and an 
aqueous surfactant solution. White and Oostrom (1998) coupled four nonlinear mass balance 
conservation equations (i.e. water, NAPL-phase organic, aqueous-phase organic, and aqueous-
phase surfactant) in simulating the main processes associated with SEAR processes.    
Based on the earlier developed theoretical fundaments, a number of multidimensional and 
multiphase numerical simulators have been made available by introducing finite difference or 
finite element methods during the past few decades (Widdowson et al., 1988; Kaluarachchi and 
Parker, 1989, 1990; Katyal and Parker, 1992; Delshad et al., 1996; Clement et al., 1998). For 
example, Katyal (1997b) presented a software named BIOSLURP, which can delineate the 
plumes and estimate the volume of subsurface NAPL in a 2D domain. Written in FORTRAN 
programming language, MODFLOW is one of the mature software packages including processes 
observation, sensitivity and parameter estimation, aid calibration and model evaluation. It has 
been consistently upgraded and extensively applied in simulate subsurface flow and transport, 
even associated with external stresses such as wells, recharges, drains, and rivers (Langevin et 
al., 2003; Harbaugh, 2005). 
 Brown et al. (1994) and Delshad et al. (1996) developed UTCHEM by incorporating phase 
equilibrium relationships such as phase viscosities, densities, and interfacial tensions. Capillary 
pressure and relative permeability can also be adjusted accordingly, which makes it one of the 
most attractive and irreplaceable alternatives in the latest studies especially in simulating SEAR 
processes (Prasanphanich et al., 2012; Luo et al., 2013; Bu et al., 2014). However, the complex 
kinetics regarding non-equilibrium flow and mass transfer between multiple components 
dramatically increase the computational costs for model parameterization by requiring the 
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specific properties of surfactant (He et al., 2008; Luo and Lu, 2014). It is particularly true 
considering the types of biosurfactants and their application methods may vary from case to case, 
which can bring significant inconvenience to practical applications. 
Despite that existing simulators designated for BSEAR are rare; it is common to find 
potential substitutive models that are capable of simulating the fate of subsurface NAPL 
contaminants when surfactant is not presented. As an example, a type of more simplified 
modeling software named BioF&T 3D was developed by Katyal (1997a). Requiring no 
surfactant specified inputs,   BioF&T 3D models contain much fewer parameters compared to the 
ones built using UTCHEM. Involving three different kinetics of biodegradation, it allows the 
multistage simulation of flow and phase transport for up to five contamination species in variably 
saturated porous media. It also allows real world modeling, which is not available in many 
similar software packages (Kumar, 2002).  Primarily designed for NAPL simulations, BioF&T 
3D was also widely used in multiple previous studies to simulate biologically reactive 
multispecies transport in sanitary landfill (Suk et al., 2000), soil pile bioremediation (Mesania 
and Jennings, 2000), landfill leachate circulation (Lee et al., 2001), petroleum contaminants 
transport in the subsurface (Liu et al., 2004), and natural attenuation of contaminated soils 
(Mulligan and Yong, 2004). According to the study of MDH Engineered Solutions Corporation, 
(2005), BioF&T 3D surpassed UTCHEM in the overall performance, and exhibited superiority 
particularly in mesh flexibility, data requirements, computational requirements, and ease of use.    
General reviews including many other alternatives of numerical simulators can be found in 
the works of Crawford (1999),  Mulligan and Yong (2004), Šimůnek and Bradford (2008), and 
Kumar (2012). 
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In the more recent studies, numerical simulations of subsurface processes mainly focused 
on model application, integration, and improvement based on previous attempts. For example, 
Liu (2005) and Qin et al. (2007) applied UTCHEM to simulate a SEAR process at heterogeneous 
DNAPL contaminated sites. Also, Qin et al. (2008a) improved the model by introducing 
parameter uncertainties using Monte Carlo simulations. Gomez et al. (2008) studied benzene 
plume elongation mechanisms based on the Reactive Transport in 3 Dimensions (RT3D) model 
by including subtract interactions, which was not previously considered, as well as microbial 
population shifts. Mohammadi et al. (2009) looked into the Alkaline-Surfactant-Polymer (ASP) 
module of UTCHEM, and studied the phase behavior associated with chemical reactions, alkali 
consumption, and soap generation effects during ASP flooding.  Farajzadeh et al. (2012) 
integrated a multipurpose reservoir simulator (MPRS) with PHREEQC model to develop a 
robust and flexible tool in modeling ASP floods. The validation of the approach was further 
confirmed by benchmarking the results with UTCHEM. Yang et al. (2012) applied BIOPLUME 
III to simulate natural attenuation, pump-and-treat, enhanced natural attenuation, as well as the 
combined remedial processes under fuzzy sets model parameters, based on which evaluation of 
different remedial options were performed.   
2.2.3 Coupled physical and numerical simulation 
Neither physical models nor numerical models alone could explicitly and evidently 
represent the complicated solute behaviors in the aquifer (Voss, 2011). Physical models often 
serve as data sources for the calibration and validation of numerical models. Vice versa, 
numerical models can also support the design and sampling schedules of physical models 
(Maqsood, 2004; Smith et al., 2012). Hence, it is critical to integrate physical and numerical 
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models in simulations of subsurface systems. Some recent studies coupling different types of 
physical and numerical models were reviewed as follows. 
Di Julio and Shallenberger (2002) designed and fabricated a horizontal radial flow (HRF) 
test cell to measure the flow rate and pressure of a simulated pilot-scale bioslurping remediation 
system, and further to validate the derived two dimensional numerical model. Reasonable 
agreement between the theory and experimental data was achieved. 
Jean et al. (2002) accessed the biodegradation of benzene, toluene, and xylene by a bacterial 
culture through lab experiments and numerical simulations. The physical model was built by 
loading a stainless-steel tank (108 cm × 24.5 cm × 24.5 cm) with medium-size sand and silt sand 
to create two artificial layers as semi-confined aquifer. Twelve wells were installed to sample the 
contaminated groundwater for analysis. The numerical model used in this study incorporated 
advection, hydrodynamic dispersion, adsorption, and biodegradation. Three biodegradation 
models, namely first order, zero order, and Monod degradation kinetics were evaluated.  By 
comparing experimental and numerical results, it was suggested that Monod degradation kinetics 
gave the best reflection of biodegradation processes in this study.    
Kim and Corapcioglu (2003) developed a vertically averaged two-dimensional model to 
investigate the subsurface contamination of LNAPL caused by dissolution and volatilization 
effects.  Simulation and sensitivity analysis were conducted based on pure benzene. The kinetic 
models were then applied to a case study regarding subsurface contamination by jet fuel. The 
results of the study indicated that volatilization was the main effect for LNAPL migration in the 
aquifer, and most of the hydrocarbons remained as a free LNAPL phase even for as long as 20 
years after the spill, which would result in the contamination of both groundwater and a large 
volume of soil.   
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Base on the study of Jean et al. (2002), Agah et al. (2013) expanded the simulation of 
processes controlling distribution and natural attenuation of benzene, toluene, and xylene into 
two dimensions. In addition to the fundamental subsurface transport mechanisms, the numerical 
model applied in this study also considered linear and nonlinear adsorption processes under static 
as well as dynamic conditions.  The model equations were numerically solved by a commercial 
simulator named PHOENICS. The model verification data were achieved from original data 
from Jean et al. (2002). Taking oxygen and biomass distributions into account, it was confirmed 
that Monod approach provided the best agreement with the experimental data. 
Falciglia and Vagliasindi (2015) investigated a microwave heating remediation of diesel 
polluted soils by combining contaminant removal kinetics models with a bench-scale apparatus. 
The influences of power treatment, treatment time, and soil texture on the soil temperature 
profiles, on the diesel residual, and on the treatment efficiency were evaluated. A good fit was 
also achieved between the experimental data and the kinetic model.   
Particularly, some recent efforts, though not many, have been put into studies involving 
biosurfacants. For example, Kuyukina et al. (2005) integrated soil column experiments with a 
one-dimensional filtration model to study the enhanced effects of crude oil desorption and 
mobilization by using biosurfactant. The results of the study showed that the crude oil removing 
ability of the Rhodococcus biosurfactant was 1.4 - 2.3 times greater than that of Tween 60. A 
strong positive correlation was also found between the oil-contaminated soil penetrating ability 
and the oil removal performances of surfactants.     
Yu et al. (2010) developed an integrated mathematical modeling system to simulate 
Biosurfactant enhanced bioremediation (BEB) processes using rhamnolipid solution. The 
numerical model included modules of multiphase, multicomponent flow and transport, biological 
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degradation, and biosurfactant enhanced remediation. The numerical model was solved by 
UTCHEM and validated by comparing its output with the observed data from a pilot scale 
physical model, and the results showed reasonable agreement, which suggested that the 
developed model was effective in simulating the coupled effects of biodegradation and 
biosurfactant enhancement.  
Harendra and Vipulanandan (2012) examined the sorption and transport mechanisms of 
surfactant in clayed soil by coupling column experiments and a two-region transport convective-
diffusive model. Two types of surfactant SDS and UHBS, which was the abbreviation of 
Biosurfactants Synthetized at the University of Houston, were studied. Transport parameters 
such as the dispersion coefficient and the retardation factor of both of the surfactant solutions in 
clayed soils were determined, and the modeled breakthrough curves well matched the 
experimental measurements.  
Bezza and Nkhalambayausi-Chirwa (2015) investigated the effects of lipopeptide in 
enhancing PAH desorption and mobilization in a spiked soil system built based on batch 
experiments. A first-order two-compartment model was developed to simulate desorption 
processes when different lipopeptide concentrations were introduced. Desorption rates were also 
consequently calculated under the experimental conditions.    
2.3 Parameterization of Numerical Models 
2.3.1 Sensitivity analysis 
Sensitivity analysis is an essential step for numerical simulations in examining how the 
outputs respond to the variation of parameters within the models. It is critical in testing the 
robustness of the model, understanding the relationships between input and output variables, as 
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well as simplifying the model by screening the insensitive parameters of the model, which can 
reduce the calculation burden for model calibration (Zheng and Bennett, 2002; Saltelli et al., 
2004). Different methods for sensitivity analysis have been developed in the previous studies, 
and their applicability varies from case to case (Gan et al., 2014). 
One-factor-at-a-time (OFAT) is one of the traditional sensitivity analysis methods. This 
method simply adjusts one parameter at a time while keeping other parameters fixed, and to 
evaluate the effects of this individual parameter on the outputs of the targeted model. OFAT is 
still popular in many recent studies due to its simple concepts and easiness to perform (Lenhart et 
al., 2002; Holvoet et al., 2005; Jing and Chen, 2011). However, without taking into account the 
simultaneous variation of parameters, OFAT is incapable of revealing the interactions between 
different parameters, which might lead to the ignorance of the potentially significant variables to 
the models (Saltelli, 1999; Montgomery, 2008; Peeters et al., 2014).  
Considering the interaction effects of multiple parameters in a nonlinear mathematical 
models, Sobol' (1990) developed a variance-based sensitivity analysis method by introducing the 
Sobol’ sensitivity indices. This model independent method is able to quantify the amount of 
variance to the model output caused by the variance of each single parameter or multiple 
parameters collectively. The Sobol’ method has been studied and applied in different modeling 
processes during the past few decades. However, the intensive computational requirement makes 
it less attractive in general applications (Campolongo and Saltelli, 1997; Sobol, 2001; Jacques et 
al., 2006; Nossent et al., 2011; Luo and Lu, 2014).    
Regression analysis is another approach commonly used in the context of sensitivity 
analysis.  It is conducted by fitting a linear regression equation between the model response and 
relevant variables, in which the standardized regression coefficients can directly reflect the 
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significances of the input parameters (Welsch, 1980; Liang and Zeger, 1993; Chatterjee and 
Hadi, 2009). This method can also be associated with the models built based on the concept of 
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), which is inspired by the complex systems involving 
interconnected neurons within human brain to simultaneously process multiple input factors. The 
assigned neural net weight matrix can thus represent the sensitivities of each parameter in a 
direct way Garson (1991). Many studies in modeling different processes have implemented the 
regression method for sensitivity analysis, especially using ANN (Kermani and Ebadi, 2012; 
Nourani and Fard, 2012; Jing et al., 2014). However, in order to be qualified for ANN modeling, 
the number of observed data has to be large enough for a proper modeling training process. 
Moreover, the ―black box‖ nature of ANN also makes it debatable and controversial as a 
generally accepted method (Olden and Jackson, 2002; Olden et al., 2004; Witek-Krowiak et al., 
2014).     
In addition to the methods mentioned above, other approaches for sensitivity analysis are 
also available and can be classified based on different criteria, as summarized in many published 
reviews (Hamby, 1994; Saltelli et al., 2004; Tian, 2013; Borgonovo and Plischke, 2015).  
As a complex system with complicated processes, subsurface contaminant transport 
modeling is especially in demand of proper methods for sensitivity analysis. Different methods 
have been attempted in the recent studies. For example, Clement et al. (2000) used a perturbation 
method based on OFAT (by either increasing or decreasing the relevant parameters by 50%) to 
assess the sensitivity of the natural attenuation model at field scale applications. Targeting the 
boundaries of TCE plumes, it was noticed that transmissivity was the most sensitive factor as 
opposed to source release rates, which was the least significant factor. Almasri and Kaluarachchi 
(2005) simulated the nitrate distribution in groundwater by using Modular Neural Networks 
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(MNN). Different MNN architectures were attempted to achieve regression equations involving 
different combination of parameters, thus to evaluate their sensitivity towards the performance of 
the MNN model. Similarly, Al-Mahallawi et al. (2012) elaborated a predictive model of 
assessing the groundwater nitrate contamination based on ANN. After training and verification, 
sensitivity analysis was conducted to rank six explanatory variables, namely well depth, screen 
length, nitrogen load, houses density, infiltration rate, as well as discharge.  Luo and Lu (2014) 
adopted the Sobol’ method based on surrogate models, which can closely mimic the behavior of 
the original model but with lower computational requirements,  to assess the relative importance 
of each variable contributing to the SEAR efficiency  of TCE contaminated aquifer. Xu et al. 
(2015) deployed the OFAT method in identifying the factors that influence the fate of gasoline 
spills in soil and groundwater.  Based on the numerical model combing Hydrocarbon Spill 
Screening Model (HSSM) in vadose zone and modified Modular three-dimensional multi-species 
transport model (MT3DMS) in saturated zone, the gasoline leakage rates and the water saturation 
in the vadose zone were adjusted for six different levels one at a time, with the corresponding 
time recorded when the peak of gasoline reaches the groundwater table.     
2.3.2 Uncertainty analysis 
Numerical simulations are often complicated by the prevailingly existing uncertainties of 
the physical systems. Especially for models involved in environmental studies, uncertainty 
analysis usually plays the role as to identify the reliability of model predictions by accounting for 
uncertainties from various sources in model input and design, thus to determine the confidence 
intervals of the simulation output (Isukapalli, 1999; Bennett et al., 2013).     
The sources for uncertainties can be mainly classified into three groups, namely natural 
uncertainty, model uncertainty, as well as parametric uncertainty. Natural uncertainty is inherent 
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in environmental systems but can be characterized through ensemble averages. Model 
uncertainty is mainly originated from the structure of mathematical models and is an important 
criterion in evaluating the quality of numerical models. Parametric uncertainty is mainly 
associated with the estimates of parametric values required by the numerical models. This type of 
uncertainties commonly exists due to misclassification, estimation through a small sample, and 
estimation through non-representative samples (Isukapalli, 1999). Therefore, uncertainty analysis 
often prioritize parametric uncertainties when mature simulation models are applied. Especially 
for parameterization studies in modeling complex systems, increasing effort has been focused on 
quantifying the influence form parametric uncertainties, particularly in tandem with sensitivity 
analysis and model calibrations (Saltelli et al., 2006).  
Interval, fuzzy, and stochastic are three major categories of conventional methods to 
characterize uncertainties. Interval method applies for the situations where it is challenging to 
obtain the probability distribution of the imprecisely defined parameter, but its upper and lower 
bounds can be determined. In such case, the bounds of the outputs of the model can also be 
estimated accordingly. The implementations of interval method for uncertainty analysis can be 
found in literatures covering numerical modeling of various engineering problems (Muhanna and 
Mullen, 2001; Xu et al., 2006; Shary, 2014; Yang et al., 2015). However, as a drawback of this 
method, it is not possible to adequately reveal the nature of the output uncertainties by simply 
assigning one arithmetic interval (Kutscher and Schulze, 1993).  
Fuzzy method deals with uncertainties due to the vagueness of definition, in particular for 
linguistic terms, rather than randomness. Based on fuzzy theory, statements of a modeling system 
regarding certain attributes can be described in terms of membership functions, which are 
continuous and normally fall in a range (0, 1) instead of being restricted to a discrete form 0 or 1. 
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Fuzzy method has been used independently, or hybrid with other types of uncertainty analysis 
methods in various fields of studies (Nie et al., 2007; Hanss and Turrin, 2010; Jing et al., 2013a; 
Jing et al., 2013b; Adhikari and Khodaparast, 2014).   
Stochastic method is commonly applied in handling uncertainties that originated from the 
randomness of parametric values. Monte Carlo simulation is one of the most common stochastic 
methods involving random sampling with certain types of distributions, and it has been widely 
applied in environmental systems by propagating the parameter uncertainties and evaluating their 
impacts on the model output (Helton, 1993; Isukapalli et al., 1998; Maqsood, 2004; Li et al., 
2014).  Especially, Monte Carlo simulation is popular to address parametric uncertainties within 
subsurface flow and transport models. Some recent studies in this field are reviewed as follows. 
Qin et al. (2008a) developed a factorial-design-based stochastic modeling system (FSMS) to 
systematically study the parametric uncertainties associated with hydrocarbon contaminant 
transportation in the aquifers. The FSMS was built by integrating a transport model, factorial 
analysis, and Monte Carlo simulations into a framework. However, the applicability of the FSMS 
was restricted by the limited data available for the generation of information regarding 
probability distribution functions (PDFs). 
He et al. (2012) presented a global uncertainty and sensitivity analysis framework for 
modeling free product migration and recovery from petroleum contaminated aquifers by 
employing the Quasi-Monte Carlo (QMC) sampling method. The QMC method can generate a 
subsequence of random samples with low discrepancy, thus to avoid obtaining unevenly 
distributed parameters within the sampling intervals. It also has proven advantages in alleviation 
of computational effort through parameters screening by using global sensitivity analysis. 
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Pasetto et al. (2014) performed Monte Carlo simulations based on a reduced-order surrogate 
model for saturated groundwater flow under randomly distributed transmissivities. By comparing 
the number of iterations as well as the discrepancy between the sample distributions of hydraulic 
heads computed using the full and the reduced-order model, it was concluded that the reduced-
order model was accurate and computational efficient for flow scenarios when small variance 
and/or a large correlation length of the log-transmissivity field was involved.    
2.3.3 Calibration and verification 
The traditional method of model calibration is essentially a trial and error process which 
uses iterations to adjust the relevant parameters until the simulated outputs are sufficiently close 
to the experimental data. This method is still popular and has been embedded in commercial 
modeling tools for automatic calibration (Solomatine et al., 1999; Sonnenborg et al., 2003; 
Mugunthan et al., 2005; Razavi and Tolson, 2012).  
Exiting studies have focused on optimizing the mathematical algorithms to achieve a more 
efficient calibration process (Duan et al., 1992; Holland, 1992; Gupta et al., 1999; Zhao et al., 
2013; Wu et al., 2014).  Calibration methods have also been improved by applying parameter 
estimation, zonation, and global optimization within reasonable predefined intervals (Kitanidis 
and Vomvoris, 1983; Christensen and Cooley, 1999; Doherty, 2003; Moore and Doherty, 2006; 
Lovison et al., 2013; Kang, 2014; Plasencia et al., 2014; Yen et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2015). 
Despite that a good fit can be expected, it should not be ignored that some major limitations 
such as extensive computational requirements, low physical plausibility, and over- 
parameterization exist when traditional calibration methods are employed (Neuman, 1973; 
Daliakopoulos et al., 2005; Van Griensven et al., 2006; Whittaker et al., 2010; Okamoto and 
Akella, 2012) 
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Verification is an essential process of model development that quantifies the confidence and 
predictive accuracy of the built simulation models. The purpose of verification is to improve a 
model’s credibility for practitioners (Carson, 2002; Thacker et al., 2004). Typically, observed 
data obtained from experiments are used to conduct verification processes by comparing to the 
simulated results of the numerical models, and the group of data applied for verification should 
be independent from the one used for calibration (Sargent, 2015). However, verification does not 
ensure the model meets a specified set of requirements as implemented in future predictions, thus 
precise reflections of real world processes are often not guaranteed (Macal, 2005).        
2.3.4 Design of experimental aided parameterization 
DOE is a well-known statistical methodology, which can unveil the interrelationships 
between parameters and the corresponding responses by conducting controlled experiments 
(Park, 2007). By using DOE, it is possible to simultaneously study several parameters and their 
interactions (Czitrom, 1999; Veličković et al., 2013; Sarikaya and Güllü, 2015). Factorial design 
and Response surface method (RSM) are two types of the most commonly used DOE models. 
Factorial design is adequate to generate the final response model if the model is linear. However, 
if the model is nonlinear, RSM is commonly applied to investigate the relationship between 
response and parameters. Optimization of the DOE model usually helps to find the maximum or 
minimum responses, which can also be reflected in the curvatures of the three-dimensional plots 
(Li et al., 2008; Khawas et al., 2011).     
DOE was originally developed to guide the planning and setup for physical experiments, 
and it could considerably reduce the number of experiments required to identify the significance 
of parameters and their interactions (Kirk, 1982). Considering that the complexity and cost can 
increase dramatically with the growing number of input variables, numerical simulation tools 
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have been taking advantages of DOE method and extensively involved with proven effectiveness 
and computational efficiency in achieving the optimal responses. Some examples of recent 
studies are stated as follows. 
Wu et al. (2012) used a DOE aided method to conduct sensitivity analysis and 
parameterization for a hydrological model SLURP and optimized the predicted regression 
equation, which has resulted in a greater goodness of fit value compared to the one achieved by 
the automatic calibration function within the model.   
Zahraee et al. (2013) introduced DOE in modeling a real-world construction process to 
achieve optimal resource levels and maximize the process productivity.  
In the study of Al-Shalabi et al. (2014), seven uncertain design parameters for a low salinity 
water injection process were screened by using DOE method, followed by the optimization of 
cumulative oil recovery using the RSM. 
Though DOE aided methods have proven advantages in conducting parameterization for 
numerical models, it is not totally evident to accept the optimized responses as the final 
calibration results without considering the uncertainties associated with these parameters. 
However, this concern has not been addressed in the existing studies. Also, few studies have 
been reported regarding using DOE aided method in parameterizing subsurface models, in which 
uncertainties commonly exist and knowledge concerning complicated interactions between each 
parameter is far from adequate (Qin et al., 2008a). Especially for modeling BSEAR processes, no 
studies have integrated DOE aided parameterization methods with Monte Carlo simulations to 
investigate the influence from stochastic parameters, and calibrate the simulation model within 
reduced ranges.   
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2.4 Summary  
In this chapter, both physical simulation and numerical simulation of subsurface 
contamination and remediation processes were reviewed. Previous attempts coupling both types 
of models were also reviewed. Emphasis has been put on remediation processes involving 
biosurfactnants. For physical simulation, it was found that most of the studies involved either 
lab-scale column experiments, which cannot demonstrate multi-dimensional and heterogeneous 
subsurface scenarios, or pilot-scale soil reactors, which require significant amount of 
biosurfactants and challenge the control of experimental conditions. As a trade-off option, ISFCs 
were occasionally deployed; however, biosurfactants were rarely introduced in the existing 
studies. For numerical simulation, among many available simulation packages, UTCHEM is the 
major type of simulator used in modeling BSEAR processes, however, its complicated 
parameters associated with biosurfactants are difficult to define, which correspondingly poses 
extensive data requirements and computational demand. Simpler numerical models such as 
BioF&T 3D require much fewer data and exhibit potential as surrogate model for UTCHEM in 
modeling BSEAR processes. Nevertheless, no studies have been reported regarding advancement 
of simpler numerical models in simulating complicated BSEAR processes with identification of 
biosurfactant related parameters. Also, ISFCs were rarely coupled with numerical simulations in 
modeling BSEAR processes.               
Different parameterization methods for numerical models were also reviewed, including 
sensitivity analysis, uncertainty analysis, calibration and verification of numerical models. As a 
type of commonly used statistic tool, DOE models are able to identify significant parameters as 
well as their interactions, thus to aid parameterization of numerical models. Though 
demonstration of DOE aided parameterization method was found in hydrology models, its 
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application in parameterizing subsurface models were limited. Additionally, parametric 
uncertainties, which are critical in parameterizing subsurface modeling especially for BSEAR 
processes, have seldom been addressed and integrated with the DOE aided parameterization 
method in previous studies.             
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CHAPTER 3: AN INTEGRATED PHYSICAL AND NUMERICAL 
MODELING APPROACH 
3.1 Background 
Hydrocarbon leakage from global petroleum production and consumption activities has 
brought up increasing environmental concerns in soil and groundwater contaminations (Li et al., 
2012; Hickenbottom et al., 2013).  In order to achieve a better understanding of the fate of 
subsurface contaminants, physical models at different scales were widely employed. Efforts were 
also put into developing numerical models for simulating multidimensional, multicomponent and 
multiphase transportation of contaminants within porous media.  Generally, physical models are 
built to provide numerical models with observed data for calibration and verification. Verified 
numerical models can then be implemented in predictions and further to support decision making 
on field-scale remediation practices (Demissie et al., 2009; McKnight et al., 2010; Ostermann 
and Seidel, 2015; Sargent, 2015).  
According to the literature reviews, most of the existing studies were conducted based on 
lab-scale one-dimensional physical models such as column experiments, which restrain the 
reflection of heterogeneities scenarios in practices. By contrast, physical models involving pilot-
scale soil reactor experiments or field-scale monitoring practices often require long durations and 
complex systems for data acquisitions, which lack flexibility and generality (Maqsood, 2004). As 
a tradeoff option, Song and Seagren (2008) proposed an ISFC system integrated with the 
commercial simulators RT3D and MODFLOW. It was able to interpret relatively large-scale 
physical, chemical, and biological processes, while keep the complexities of the modeling 
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system under controlled laboratory conditions. The ISFC system was then applied to study 
limiting factors for in situ bioremediation under different controlled scenarios (Johnson et al., 
2013; Song et al., 2014).  
Except for the studies mentioned above, however, previous attempts to integrate physical 
and numerical models at similar scales were limited. To enrich the existing studies, this chapter 
aims to couple flow cell experiments with a commercial multidimensional and multicomponent 
simulator named BioF&T 3D, and to establish an integrated physical and numerical modeling 
approach which is robust and generally applicable to different types of hydrocarbon 
contamination and remediation processes.      
3.2 Physical Model 
3.2.1 An intermediate scale flow cell system  
In this study, the physical model was built based on a set of two pre-manufactured ISFCs, 
which were designed to collect aqueous samples and prescribe the simulation domain focused on 
the longitudinal and vertical directions. As shown in Figure 3.1, the flow cell was fabricated with 
transparent organic glass materials and was installed on an aluminum framed mobile base.  
Twenty sampling ports with five on each layer and 15 cm distance between the neighboring ones 
were equipped on the front panel of the flow cell. The dimension of the flow cell is 82.5 cm × 55 
cm × 4 cm. Tap water is introduced from the top left corner where a water inlet port was 
installed, and the effluent can be discharged through the outlet port with a globe valve at the 
bottom right corner of the flow cell.  Two vertical water retaining zones were created using 
screening meshes at both ends of the flow cell with three functions: 1) to guarantee the water 
seepage flow occurs simultaneously at the entire depth of the simulated aquifer; 2) to indicate the 
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water levels at both ends as hydraulic heads; 3) to enable the pumping out of the accumulated 
floating oil during the operation when necessary. Globe valves were installed on the bottom three 
layers for aqueous samples collections.     
Prior to soil loading, water proof of the flow cell was carefully checked with water 
submerging all the four layers of the sampling ports for up to 24 hours. Purchased white play 
sand with the brand name SHAW® were screened with a 2 mm mesh size sieve.  The measured 
porosity varied from 0.30 to 0.38, and the soil bulk density was determined as 1.643 g/cm3.   
Particle size analysis was then conducted using the sieving method, and the size distribution 
results were given in Table 3.1. A homogenous sandy profile right below the first layer of 
sampling ports was then created after the soil loading.  A variable speed peristaltic pump was 
employed to create a water flow at approximately 12 ml/min. In order to maintain the water 
levels at both end and achieve a steady boundary between unsaturated zone and saturated zone, 
sampling port #5, as illustrated in Figure 3.2, was left open and connected to the drainage. The 
water levels were measured at 35 cm and 30 cm when stabilized for upstream and downstream 
respectively. Clear diesel fuel was gradually injected into the flow cell units and BTEX were 
targeted compounds.  
A Bacillus sp. Bacterial strain isolated from the Atlantic Ocean was selected to culture 
biosurfactant in the Northern Region Persistent Organic Pollution Control (NRPOP) Lab (Cai et 
al., 2014). The CMC of the crude biosurfactant solution was determined to be 0.01% and the 
detailed production processes were provided by Zhang (2015). The crude biosurfactant solution 
was introduced through a one-time injection into the left water retaining zone of the flow cell for 
BSEAR experiments.   
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Figure 3.1 Outlook of the ISFC
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Figure 3.2 Sketch of the ISFC setup 
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Table 3.1 Soil particle size distribution 
Particle Diameter (mm)  Size Distribution (%) 
Coarse Sand 0.5-2 4.6% 
Medium Sand 0.25-0.5 36.4% 
Fine Sand 0.125-0.25 47.1% 
Very Fine Sand 0.0625-0.125 10.8% 
Silt <0.0625 1.1% 
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3.2.2 Experimental design and sample analysis  
Aqueous samples were collected from specific sampling ports at a certain time interval, and 
immediately transferred into a 40 ml caped vial, which was fulfilled with distilled water to have 
the headspaces removed. Details of experimental design including sampling schedules were 
illustrated in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.   The samples were then processed and the concentrations 
of BTEX were analyzed using the Stratum PTCTM in series with the Agilent 7890A Gas 
Chromatography (GC), which was equipped with the J&W 122-5532 30 m × 250 μm × 0.25 μm 
column and the Agilent 5975C Mass Spectrum (MS). Helium was used as the carrying gas for 
both PTC and GC-MS. The purge flow was set at 40 ml/min for 11 mins and desorb flow was set 
at 450 ml/min for 4 mins. The oven temperature for GC was programed and maintained at 40 °C 
for 14 mins during the analyzing schedules.  
Calibration curves for BTEX were established using fluorobenzene as the internal standard. 
The linearity was good for the analyzing method with the coefficient higher than 0.999, and the 
detection limits for the analyzing method was determined as 3 ppb for benzene, toluene, and 
ethylbenzene, and as 5 ppb for xylene.  
3.3 Numerical Simulator 
3.3.1 Structure and Compositions 
An existing three-dimensional aquifer simulator named BioF&T 3D was employed for 
numerical simulation in this study. The software was developed by Scientific Software Group to 
model subsurface flow and contaminants transportation in three dimensions using finite element 
method (Katyal, 1997a). It has been mainly applied in real world petroleum sites contamination 
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and natural attenuation practices, but its application in academic research were dated and not 
common due to the challenges in modifying and upgrading the code (Chen et al., 2002; Kumar, 
2002; Mulligan and Yong, 2004). 
The software package includes a mesh editor to define the simulation domain, a pre-
processor for input parameters specification and boundary schedules configuration, and a post-
processor for output presentation (Katyal, 1997b).  
3.3.2 Governing equations 
The general governing flow equations integrated in this model are expressed as 
1
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𝑡
− 𝑞𝑠                                (3.1) 
where 𝐾𝑖𝑗 is the saturated hydraulic conductivity tensor, 𝑘𝑟𝑤 is the relative permeability, ѱ is the 
pressure head,  𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑗 ( i, j = 1, 2, 3) are the spatial coordinates, 𝑡 is time, 𝑢𝑗  is the unit vector 
pointing in the vertical direction upward, 𝑆𝑤 is the water saturation, 𝑆𝑠 is the specific storage, ɸ 
is porosity, and 𝑞𝑠 is the source/sink volumetric rate per unit volume of the porous medium.  
BioF&T 3D provides two constitutive models for selection with regard to connections 
between permeability, saturation and pressure. These are Van Genuchten constitutive model and 
linear constitutive mode. Van Genuchten model and parameters were used in building the 
numerical model in this study, presented as 
𝑆?̅? = [1 + (𝛼ѱ)
𝑛]−𝑚                                                        (3.2) 
𝑘𝑟𝑤 = 𝑆?̅?
0.5
*1 − (1 − 𝑆?̅?)
1
𝑚⁄ +
2
                                     (3.3) 
Where 𝑆?̅? =
𝑆𝑤−𝑆𝑚
1−𝑆𝑚
 is the effective water saturation, 𝑆𝑚 is the irreducible water saturation, 𝛼 and 
𝑛 are porous medium parameters, and  m = 1 − 1 𝑛⁄  . 
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The initial conditions can be expressed as 
ѱ(𝑥𝑖, 0) = ѱ0(𝑥𝑖)                                                              (3.4)  
The first type of boundary condition prescribes the fixed pressure head  ѱ𝑝  , which is 
expressed as    
ѱ(𝑥𝑖, t) = ѱ𝑝                                                                     (3.5) 
The second type of boundary condition prescribes the outward water flux−𝑞𝑛 , with the unit 
vector 𝑛𝑖  normal to the boundary, expressed as 
𝑞𝑖𝑛𝑖 = −𝑞𝑛                                                                     (3.6) 
𝑞𝑖 is the Darcy velocity, defined as 
𝑞𝑖 = −𝐾𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑟𝑤 (
ѱ
𝑥𝑖
+ 𝑢𝑗)                                                  (3.7)   
Point sources and sinks are assigned to specific node locations with a certain volumetric 
flow rate, while for spatially distributed sources or sinks, recharge/discharge areas are 
proportional to the number of representing nodes, with due weighting given to the associated 
transmissivity under heterogeneous conditions. 
Five distinct regions are normally contained in a typical subsurface contaminants transport 
media, namely 1) voids with air, 2) mobile liquid phase, 3) immobile liquid phase, 4) a dynamic 
soil region, in contact with the mobile phase, 5) a stagnate soil region in which diffusion 
dominants mass transfer. In BioF&T 3D, subsurface contaminants transportation is governed by 
the general equation expressed as 
𝐶𝑤𝑚
𝑡
(𝜃𝑚 + 𝑓𝜌𝑘𝑑) +
𝐶𝑤𝑖𝑚
𝑡
[𝜃𝑖𝑚 + (1 − 𝑓)𝜌𝑘𝑑]
=
1
𝑥𝑖
(𝜃𝑚𝐷𝑖𝑗
𝐶𝑤𝑚
𝑥𝑗
) −
1
𝑥𝑖
(𝑞𝑖𝐶𝑤𝑚) − 𝑞𝑠(𝐶𝑤𝑠 − 𝐶𝑤𝑚) − 𝜆𝑤𝑚 + 𝐻𝑤                    (3.8) 
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Where  𝜃𝑚  and 𝜃𝑖𝑚  are the fraction of the soil filled with mobile and immobile water 
respectively, 𝜃𝑖𝑚 = 0  when the porous media is not fractured,  𝐶𝑤𝑚  and 𝐶𝑤𝑖𝑚  are the 
concentration of species in the mobile and immobile water, 𝑞𝑖  is the Darcy velocity, 𝑘𝑑  is 
partitioning coefficient of species incorporating linear adsorption, 𝑓 is the fraction of the sorption 
sites which is directly contacted with the mobile liquid, and equals to 1 for unfractured porous 
media, 𝜌 is soil bulk density, 𝑞𝑠 is the fluid injection/withdrawal volumetric flow rate per unit 
volume of the porous medium, 𝐶𝑤𝑠  is the concentration of species in the injected/withdrawn 
fluid, 𝐷𝑖𝑗 is the hydrodynamic dispersion tensor, 𝜆𝑤𝑚 is decay loss from mobile liquid phase, and 
𝐻𝑤 is contaminant loading due to dissolution of NAPL from the source to the mobile phase, 
calculated by 
𝐻𝑤 = 𝐻𝑖𝑤 + 𝐻𝑔𝑤                                                          (3.9)  
where  𝐻𝑖𝑤 represents the proportion of loading caused by groundwater infiltration through the 
NAPL plume under equilibrium state, and 𝐻𝑔𝑤  is loaded by groundwater flowing under the 
NAPL plume.   
For simulation within fractured media, the diffusive mass transfer between the mobile and 
immobile phases is expressed as  
𝐶𝑤𝑖𝑚
𝑡
[𝜃𝑖𝑚 + (1 − 𝑓)𝜌𝑘𝑑] = 𝑋 (𝐶𝑤𝑚 − 𝐶𝑤𝑖𝑚) − 𝜆𝑤𝑖𝑚                     (3.10) 
where 𝑋 is mass transfer coefficient, and 𝜆𝑤𝑖𝑚 is decay loss from immobile liquid phase. 
BioF&T 3D can estimate the decay losses from biodegradation and radioactive decay for up 
to five species, under aerobic and anaerobic conditions. For non-radioactive contaminants, the 
aerobic biodegradation rate can be estimated by either instantaneous reaction or Monod kinetics. 
When the concentration of species is much smaller than the half-maximum rate concentration, 
normally a first order decay approximation can be applied.      
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 The initial and boundary conditions for transportation model are defined as 
𝐶𝑤𝑚(𝑥𝑖, 0) = 𝐶𝑤0                                                       (3.11) 
𝐶𝑤𝑚(𝑥𝑖, 𝑡) = 𝐶𝑤𝑡                                                      (3.12) 
(𝜃𝑚𝐷𝑖𝑗
𝐶𝑤𝑚
𝑥𝑗
) = 𝑞𝑤𝐷                                                     (3.13) 
(𝜃𝑚𝐷𝑖𝑗
𝐶𝑤𝑚
𝑥𝑗
) − 𝑞𝑖
𝐶𝑤𝑚
𝑥𝑖
= 𝑞𝑤𝑇                                                  (3.14)                                 
where  𝐶𝑤0 is the initial concentration of species at location 𝑥𝑖 , equation (2) describes the first 
type of domain boundary where concentration is equal to 𝐶𝑤𝑡  , equation (3) and (4) are the 
second and third type of boundary conditions where dispersive flux 𝑞𝑤𝐷and total solute mass 
fluxes 𝑞𝑤𝑇 are prescribed respectively. 
3.3.3 Solution method 
BioF&T 3D applies the Galerkin finite element method to approximate the governing 
equations in three dimensional spaces. With the introduction of initial and boundary conditions, 
the simulation domain is discretized into horizontal slices for individual sequential solutions to 
reduce the matrix size, and the Picard iterative approach is employed to generate the solutions 
among slices, such that the duration of large domain simulations can be considerably shortened 
(Katyal and Parker, 1992; Katyal, 1997a). 
3.4 Summary 
This chapter presented an integrated physical and numerical modeling approach for 
subsurface simulations. In this study, physical model mainly served to calibrate and parameterize 
the numerical models. The physical model was built based on ISFCs, which were equipped with 
multiple sampling ports on the X-Z plane for aqueous samples collections. Concentrations of the 
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targeted compounds within the aqueous samples can be analyzed to investigate the subsurface 
transportation and distribution of hydrocarbon contaminants. The numerical simulations were 
conducted using the three-dimensional multi-components and multi-stage subsurface flow and 
transportation simulator BioF&T 3D.  The simulation domain and boundary conditions are well 
described based on the grids generated by the mesh editor, and the simulated concentrations from 
different ports and time stages are achieved based on the Galerkin finite element method, and 
further processed to be presented in the form of contours.  
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CHAPTER 4: A HYBRID STOCHASTIC-DESIGN OF 
EXPERIMENT AIDED PARAMETERIZATION METHOD 
4.1 Background 
Numerical models have been widely applied in simulating subsurface Non-aqueous phase 
liquid (NAPL) contamination processes. However, there is often a lack of fit existing due to the 
imprecisely defined parameter uncertainties. Therefore, it is essential to conduct uncertainty and 
sensitivity analysis for parameterization and calibration of the numerical model, such that 
discrepancies between simulated and observed data can be minimized. 
Traditional parameterization and calibration methods are either not able to reveal the 
interactions between individual parameters, which might lead to the ignorance of the potentially 
significant variables (Saltelli, 1999; Montgomery, 2008; Peeters et al., 2014), or risky in over-
parameterization and not economic in calculation requirements (Neuman, 1973; Daliakopoulos 
et al., 2005; Van Griensven et al., 2006; Whittaker et al., 2010; Okamoto and Akella, 2012).  
To address this issue, this chapter aims to couple design of experiment (DOE) method with 
stochastic approaches to develop a new hybrid stochastic-design of experiment aided 
parameterization (HSDP) method.  
4.2 Methodology 
Based on the integrated physical and numerical modeling approach discussed in Chapter 3, 
the HSDP method was developed by integrating the DOE aided parameterization method with 
stochastic parameter values. Generally, the proposed HSDP method follows the sequence of: 
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 1) Parameters ranking/screening by OFAT. It is conducted by adjusting one factor at a time 
within a certain range while keeping the others unchanged, thus to investigate if the numerical 
model is sensitive to the variation of individual parameters. In this way, the number of 
parameters involved in the DOE model can be reduced by excluding the insignificant parameters, 
which leads to fewer runs during parameterization; 
 2) DOE aided parameterization. Factorial design and RSM are two of the most widely 
applied DOE methodologies. Factorial design is satisfactory in dealing with linear problems, in 
which interacting effects between parameters are not significant without clear curvatures existing 
on the 3D response surface. However, factorial design is not adequate to generate nonlinear DOE 
models, in which parameter interactions cannot be neglected and the curvatures are significant. 
In this case, RSM should be applied to well fit the DOE models. The predicted regression 
equations from the DOE models are then optimized to achieve the optimal responses and 
parameter combinations. Considering that it is not possible to identify if interactions exist in 
parameters ranking/screening processes using OFAT, properly selecting DOE methods is not 
guaranteed. RSM can be directly applied providing that the number of included parameters is 
few. Another alternative is to first try factorial design, which serves to further screen parameters 
for RSM at a later stage if the curvature is significant; 
3) Monte Carlo simulations. Monte Carlo simulation is one of the common approaches to 
deal with stochastic uncertainty problems. It is often realized by generating a large number of 
random data following a certain probability distribution as inputs of the models, and further to 
identify their impacts on the variations of the models’ outputs. Traditional Monte Carlo 
simulation normally requires huge computational capacity; however, number of runs can be 
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significantly reduced by performing it within narrowed ranges based on the optimized 
parameters from the DOE aided parameterization processes.  
The overall framework of applying the HSDP method is as illustrated by a flowchart in 
Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1 Framework of the proposed hybrid stochastic - DOE aided parameterization 
method 
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The detailed steps are summarized as follows:  
Step 1: To build and preliminarily run the numerical model with all the input properties and 
boundary schedules specified. The input information regarding parameters and boundary 
schedules should be based on the suggested values from the instructions of the model.  
Step 2: To conduct sensitivity analysis for the independent parameters, for example using 
OFAT, to screen the insensitive parameters and rank the remaining ones based on their relative 
significance.  
Step 3: To determine the upper and lower bounds of the top ranked parameters in reasonable 
approaches, for example, from literatures and actual experimental measurements. 
Step 4: To select and calculate the responses, which should be the common criteria that can 
represent the goodness of fit between experimental observations and numerical simulations.   
Step 5: To analyze the relationships between responses and the corresponding parameter 
combinations using the DOE method. To collect the outputs such as Analysis of Variance 
(ANOVA), parameter interactions, and regression equations for predicted responses. 
Step 6: To optimize the DOE predicted responses (to apply non-linear or linear optimization 
techniques depending on whether parameter interactions are significant or not) and record the 
optimal combination of parameters, which are then put back into the original numerical model to 
achieve actual responses. 
Step 7: To compare the actual responses to the optimized responses from DOE predictions. 
To continue to step 8 if they are sufficiently close, otherwise, to update the DOE model by 
transformation or reselection of DOE method.  
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Step 8: To conduct Monte Carlo simulations and find the relationships between responses 
and key parameters within narrowed intervals centralized by the optimal parameters from step 6. 
Therefore, the number of runs does not have to be as much as traditional stochastic methods.  
Step 9: To find the optimal response and the corresponding parameter combinations from 
step 8. Parameterization process ends hereby. 
Step 10: To verify the numerical model for potential predictions. 
In addition to the advantages of revealing parameter interactions, the proposed HSDP 
method can also reflect the effects from parameter uncertainties on the performance of numerical 
models. Moreover, different from conventional methods dealing with stochastic parameters, 
which rigidly apply Monte Carlo simulations at the beginning of the modeling, the HSDP 
method introduces stochastic parameters at a relatively later stage following the optimization of 
the DOE predicted responses. On the one hand, the reflections of effects of uncertain parameters 
would not be compromised by the significantly reduced number of runs, which corresponds to 
the considerable saving of computational requirements. On the other hand, by introducing 
iterations of screened significant parameters within narrowed intervals, an improvement of 
calibration results compared with simply using DOE aided parameterization method can be 
expected. 
4.3 Case Study 
4.3.1 Data acquisition 
45ml diesel fuel was gradually injected to the same depth but 7.5 cm left to the sampling 
port #1 to simulate a NAPL leakage. Water flow was maintained at 12 ml/min. For the 
parameterization purpose, the first batch of aqueous samples was collected 48 hours after the 
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initial injection of diesel from ports #1, #2, #3, and #4 (ports indexes are as indicated in Figure 
3.2). The second and third batches of aqueous samples were collected 24 hours and 72 hours 
afterwards from ports #1, #2, #3, #6, and #7.  The observed data were given in Table 4.1. 
For the numerical model, the simulation domain reflecting the boundary and setups of flow 
cell was established by Mesh Editor. Flow boundary conditions were defined by assigning water 
and diesel volumetric flow rates at specific nodes, while transport boundary conditions were set 
with BTEX relative abundances in the injected diesel were determined as 80 ppm, 680 ppm, 600 
ppm, and 3100 ppm for benzene, toluene, ethyl benzene, and xylene, respectively.  The total 
duration of simulation was set to 120 hours with 24 hours output intervals.  
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Table 4.1 Observed BTEX concentrations 
 48hours 72hours 120hours 
#1 #2 #3 #4 #1 #2 #3 #6 #7 #1 #2 #3 #6 #7 
Benzene 58 40 29 17 38 38 29 9 9 26 23 24 8 9 
Toluene 416 306 185 113 286 249 225 80 75 114 174 164 63 58 
Ethyl 
benzene 
363 250 136 47 208 195 188 58 45 132 128 135 65 63 
Xylene 1697 1134 788 270 1076 981 820 168 166 603 583 689 294 319 
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Through traditional sensitivity analysis  using OFAT, six parameters, namely porosity, first 
order decay coefficient, distribution coefficient, Henry’s constant, as well as diffusion coefficient 
in water and in air, ranked top in significance as independent parameters and were represented by 
factors A to F, respectively. Meanwhile, lower and upper bounds of these parameters were 
reasonably determined based on measurements and/or literatures, as given in Table 4.2.  
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Table 4.2 Selected parameters for the DOE models 
Parameters Unit  Lower 
bound 
Upper 
bound 
References 
A: porosity -  0.30 0.38 Lab measurements 
B: first order 
decay 
coefficient 
(DCAY) 
/day Benzene: 
Toluene: 
Ethyl benzene: 
Xylene: 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1.4E-3 
6.3E-3 
5.8E-3 
3.5E-3 
(Borden et al., 1997; Suarez 
and Rifai, 1999; Newell et 
al., 2002; Agah et al., 2013) 
 
C: distribution 
coefficient 
(AKD) 
- Benzene: 
Toluene: 
Ethyl benzene: 
Xylene: 
2.06 
2.51 
2.84 
2.86 
2.16 
2.73 
3.15 
3.20 
(Chiou et al., 1982; Paschke 
and Popp, 1999; Nardi, 
2003; Braeutigam et al., 
2009; Eom, 2011) 
D: Henry’s 
constant 
(GAMA) 
- Benzene: 
Toluene: 
Ethyl benzene: 
Xylene: 
0.23 
0.26 
0.25 
0.21 
0.24 
0.28 
0.37 
0.31 
(Pankow et al., 1996; Miller 
and Stuart, 2000; Mozo et 
al., 2012) 
 
E: diffusion 
coefficient in 
water (DIFW) 
m2/day Benzene: 
Toluene: 
Ethyl benzene: 
Xylene: 
9.4E-5 
8.2E-5 
6.2E-5 
6.2E-5 
12.6E-5 
10.5E-5 
9.8E-5 
8.3E-5 
(Katyal, 1997b; Rowe et al., 
2005; Lahoz-Martín et al., 
2014) 
 
F: diffusion 
coefficient in 
air (DIFA) 
m2/day Benzene: 
Toluene: 
Ethyl benzene: 
Xylene: 
0.76 
0.68 
0.61 
0.61 
1.08 
0.97 
0.87 
0.84 
(Yaws, 1995; Katyal, 
1997b; Rowe et al., 2005; 
De Biase et al., 2014) 
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The response for this design was Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD), as given by 
equation (4-1). The coefficient of determination (R2), which is a common statistical indicator to 
evaluate the goodness of fit for groundwater models, was also calculated during the 
parameterization processes, as given by equation (4-2).   
RMSD = √
∑ (𝑦𝑖 − ?̂?𝑖)2
𝑁
𝑖=1
𝑁
                                                               (4.1) 
𝑅2 = 1 −
∑ (𝑦𝑖 − ?̂?𝑖)
2𝑁
𝑖=1
∑ (𝑦𝑖 − ?̅?)2
𝑁
𝑖=1
                                                                (4.2) 
In which, 𝑦𝑖  is observed data, ?̂?𝑖 is simulated data, 𝑁  is the number of groups of 
observed/simulated data, ?̅? is the mean value of the observed data. Ideally, a perfectly fit model 
would have RMSD=0 and R2 = 1, though it is not likely in practice (Daliakopoulos et al., 2005; 
Sun et al., 2009). 
4.3.2 Parameterization  
23 groups of simulations were conducted by running BioF&T 3D with different 
combinations of parameters A to F. The sequence of simulations was randomly generated by 
using the minimum run resolution V factorial design with Design Expert 7.1®. The ANOVA 
results were summarized in Table 4.3. As shown in Figure 4.2, different parameters and their 
interactions stand out as significant factors for different contaminant species. Factor A soil 
porosity, factor C distribution coefficient (AKD), and factor D Henry’s Constant (GAMA) were 
the most influential parameters for improving the goodness of fit for numerical simulations. It is 
also important to look at factor B first order decay coefficient (DCAY) for its interactions with 
other significant parameters. Factor E diffusion coefficient in water (DIFW) and factor F 
diffusion coefficient in air (DIFA) were proven to be insignificant. Positive or negative effects 
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from individual factors were clearly identified, and the interaction effects of two parameters were 
also presented as 3D surface graphs in Figures 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7. It also showed that the 
center point was not far from the DOE predicted surface, and minimum curvature was observed, 
which suggest the interaction effects were not predominant and the selected factorial design is 
acceptable in predicting the responses. These interactions between parameters cannot be 
identified by using OFAT. Also, minimum run resolution V factorial design uses less number of 
runs than full factorial design.  
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Figure 4.2 Half-normal probability plots 
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Table 4.3 ANOVA results of minimum run resolution V design 
Source Sum of squares 
(b/t/e/x)* 
df 
(b/t/e/x) 
Mean square 
(b/t/e/x) 
F value 
(b/t/e/x) 
p-value (Prob>F) 
(b/t/e/x) 
Model 1.37/683.97 
2504.12/56692.45 
4/6/5/5 0.34/114 
500.82/11338.49 
4003.81/3268.29 
2887.18/5770.61 
< 0.0001/ < 0.0001 
< 0.0001/< 0.0001 
A - Porosity 0.33/43.81 
29.5/774.25 
1/1/1/1 0.33/43.81 
29.5/774.25 
3816.75/1255.93 
170.14/394.05 
< 0.0001/< 0.0001 
< 0.0001/< 0.0001 
B - DCAY -/11.72 
6.96/114.29 
-/1/1/1 -/11.72 
6.96/114.29 
-/336.04 
40.15/58.17 
-/< 0.0001 
< 0.0001/< 0.0001 
C - AKD 0.80/479.24 
543.02/19650.38 
1/1/1/1 0.8/479.24 
543.02/19650.33 
9385.06/13740.12 
3130.44/10000.85 
< 0.0001/< 0.0001 
< 0.0001/< 0.0001 
D - GAMA 0.059/48.18 
1602/28384.22 
1/1/1/1 0.059/48.18 
1602/28384.22 
692.13/1381.23 
9235.31/14445.85 
< 0.0001/< 0.0001 
< 0.0001/< 0.0001 
AC 0.006/0.71/-/- 1/1/-/- 0.006/0.71/-/- 72.37/20.33/-/- < 0.0001/0.0004/-/- 
BC -/0.39/-/- -/1/-/- -/0.39/-/- -/11.15/-/- -/0.0045/-/- 
CD -/-/8.92/105.94 -/-/1/1 -/-/8.92/105.94 -/-/51.4/53.92 -/-/ < 0.0001/< 0.0001 
Residual 0.001/0.52 
2.78/31.44 
17/15/16/16 0/0.035/0.17/1.96   
Cor Total 0.37/684.58 
2508.53/56739.44 
22/22/22/22    
          *(b/t/e/x) denotes benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylene.
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Figure 4.3 3D surface graph of factors A and C interactions for benzene 
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Figure 4.4 3D surface graph of factors A and C interactions for toluene 
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Figure 4.5 3D surface graph of factors B and C interactions for toluene 
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Figure 4.6 3D surface graph of factors C and D interactions for ethylbenzene 
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Figure 4.7 3D surface graph of factors C and D interactions for xylene 
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Based on the ANOVA results, factor E and F can be excluded due to the insignificances at 
their corresponding ranges. Meanwhile, the 3D surface graphs indicated that the combination of 
a lower Henry’s constant, a higher porosity, and a higher distribution coefficient would be in 
favor of improving the performance of the model.  The predicted regression equation for RMSD 
in terms of coded factors is given in equations (4.3), (4.4), (4.5), and (4.6) as follows: 
RMSDb  = 6.76 − 0.12A − 0.19C + 0.053D + 0.017AC                                              (4.3) 
 RMSDt  = 41.04 − 1.45A − 0.75B − 4.72C + 1.54D + 0.19AC + 0.14BC                (4.4) 
RMSDe  = 47.74 − 1.19A − 0.58B − 5.02C + 8.63D − 0.66CD                                   (4.5) 
RMSDx  = 219.86 − 6.09A − 2.34B − 30.22C + 36.32D − 2.28CD                           (4.6) 
As objectives, the RMSD predictions are then minimized by using nonlinear optimization. 
An optimization software package Lingo®, was applied in this process. The optimized 
parameters were then fed back to the simulation models to achieve actual responses and R2 
value. The comparisons of predicted and actual responses after optimization were made and 
summarized in Table 4.4. 
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Table 4.4 Summary of predicted and actual responses after optimization of the DOE 
models 
 Optimized parameters Predicted Actual 
A: 
Porosity 
B: 
DCAY 
(day-1) 
C: 
AKD 
D: 
GAMA 
Response 
RMSD 
(ppb) 
Response 
RMSD 
(ppb) 
R2 
Benzene 0.38 1.4E-3 2.16 0.23 6.33 6.41 0.79 
Toluene 0.38 6.3E-3 2.73 0.26 28.20 33.02 0.90 
Ethylbenzene 0.38 5.8E-3 3.15 0.25 33.11 33.37 0.85 
Xylene 0.38 3.5E-3 3.20 0.21 127.02 148.32 0.88 
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As can be noticed, the DOE predicted responses reasonably match the ones achieved by 
using the suggested sets of parameters in the simulation model. Nevertheless, it cannot be 
justified as the best calibration. Thus, further tests involving stochastics parameters were 
conducted for two purposes: firstly, to reflect the impact from uncertain parameters on response 
distributions; secondly, to minimize the ignorance of parameter combinations for better 
responses. Stochastic parameters are introduced into the targeted numerical models by Monte 
Carlo simulations.  After the effective parameterization by DOE, the computational requirements 
can be dramatically reduced with fewer parameters and narrower ranges. It was found that 
factors A, B, C, and D were involved in the predicted regression equations, however, the 
coefficient of factor B was significantly lower relative to the other three factors, and its value 
was low. Hence, stochastic values were only introduced into factor A, C, and D in this study. 
Uniform distribution was applied to generate 60 groups of data for these three selected 
parameters. Their updated intervals were generated by centralizing the optimized parameters and 
expanding with ±20% of their initial intervals, which are still within reasonable ranges.     
Sixty responses were generated and are shown in Figures 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10. These figures 
also represent the impacts from each individual parameter on the RMSD value for BTEX. It can 
be noticed that only parts of the results (AKD on benzene, toluene, and xylene, GAMA on 
ethylbenzene and xylene) reflected that the trends of responses distributions followed the 
sensitivity analysis on individual parameters. It was probably due to the limited number of runs 
within the narrowed intervals. On the other hand, it further manifested the efficiency of the 
proposed method in reducing computational requirements while dealing with uncertain 
parameters. Multiple points were found below the previously achieved RMSD values. Since the 
optimized parameters were all found at their upper or lower bound values, it is common to find 
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improved responses when half of the new intervals centered by these values were actually 
beyond the original boundaries.  Only one combination of parameters within the initial intervals 
was found to be capable of generating a lower RMSD than the previously optimized one. That is 
for ethylbenzene, RMSD equals 29.57 ppb when porosity is 0.376, AKD is 3.145, and GAMA is 
0.268. All the other improved responses had at least partially involved parameters exceeding the 
initial ranges, which indicated the high accuracy of the predictions from the selected DOE 
method. The final calibration results are summarized in Table 4.5, with the comparison of the 
results achieved without introducing stochastic parameters by Monte Carlo simulations.  
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Table 4.5 Summary of the final parameterization results without / with Monte Carlo 
simulations 
 Selected parameters Calibrated results 
A: Porosity C: AKD D: GAMA RMSD (ppb) R2 
Benzene 0.38/0.394 2.16/2.179 0.23/0.230 6.41/6.33 0.79/0.80 
Toluene 0.38/0.378 2.73/2.774 0.26/0.257 33.02/31.31 0.90/0.91 
Ethylbenzene 0.38/0.376 3.15/3.145 0.25/0.268 33.37/29.57 0.85/0.89 
Xylene 0.38/0.389 3.20/3.260 0.21/0.196 148.32/131.33 0.88/0.90 
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  Figure 4.8 Effects of Porosity uncertainties on RMSD 
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Figure 4.9 Effects of AKD uncertainties on RMSD 
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Figure 4.10 Effects of GAMA uncertainties on RMSD 
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4.3.3 Verification   
For verification of the simulation model, another set of flow cell experiments were 
conducted. The diesel injection location was moved right into the sampling port #1, and the 
quantity of diesel was changed from 45 ml to 35 ml. Aqueous samples were collected from 
sampling ports #2, #3, #4, and #6 at five time stages ( 12 hours, 36 hours, 60 hours, 72 hours, 
and 84 hours after the initial diesel injection ) and analyzed. The inputs for model verification are 
presented in Table 4.6. Simulation results at different time stages in the form of BTEX 
concentrations contours at the X-Z plane are shown in Figures 4.11, 4.12, 4.13, and 4.14. The 
migrations of contaminates over time were found reasonably close to practice. The comparisons 
of simulated and observed xylene concentrations from each sampling port were presented in 
Figures 4.15, 4.16, 4.17, and 4.18. The results demonstrated an overall satisfactory level of fit, 
with RMSD value at 5 ppb and R2 value at 0.76 for benzene, RMSD value at 26 ppb and R2 
value at 0.87 for toluene, RMSD value at 31 ppb and R2 value at 0.82 for ethylbenzene, and 
RMSD value at 126 ppb and R2 value at 0.90 for xylene.  
Some mismatches exist between the observed and simulated data at specific sampling ports 
and time stages. The spatial and temporal variations of goodness of fit in this study could be 
caused by the inexact retardation effects and the uncertainties from the applied soil materials, 
which were assumed homogenous but not possible for flow cell loading. Additionally, the flow 
rate of water could not be consistently maintained during the experiments without accurate 
controlling countermeasures, which led to the deviation from the defined boundary schedules in 
the simulations.   
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Table 4.6 BioF&T 3D model inputs for verification 
Parameter Value Unit 
Species properties Benzene Toluene Ethyl 
benzene 
Xylene  
Specific gravity of residual hydrocarbon 0.878 0.878 0.878 0.878 - 
Water solubility 1780 515 152 152 g/m3 
Oil-water mass transfer coefficient 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 /cm3 
First order decay coefficient 0.0014 0.0063 0.0058 0.0035 /day 
Distribution coefficient 2.179 2.774 3.145 3.260 - 
Henry’s constant 0.230 0.257 0.268 0.196 - 
Diffusion coefficient in water 12.6E-5 10.5E-5 9.8E-5 8.3E-5 m2/day 
Diffusion coefficient in air 1.08 0.97 0.87 0.84 m2/day 
Concentration in NAPL 80 680 600 3100 ppm 
General inputs 
NAPL spill amount 35 ml 
Simulation period 96 hours 
Hydraulic gradient 0.036 m/m 
Saturated hydraulic conductivity 350 cm/day 
Porosity 0.38 - 
Residual water 0.1 - 
Van Genuchten  Paramater α 0.124 1/cm 
Van Genuchten  Paramater n 2.28 - 
Longitudinal dispersivity for soil 8 cm 
Transverse dispersivity for soil 0.8 cm 
Soil bulk density 1.643 g/cm3 
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Figure 4.11 Simulated benzene concentration (in ppb) contours at the X-Z plane (in cm) at 
different time stages after initial diesel injection
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Figure 4.12 Simulated toluene concentration (in ppb) contours at the X-Z plane (in cm) at 
different time stages after initial diesel injection
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Figure 4.13 Simulated ethylbenzene concentration (in ppb) contours at the X-Z plane (in 
cm) at different time stages after initial diesel injection
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Figure 4.14 Simulated xylene concentration (in ppb) contours at the X-Z plane (in cm) at 
different time stages after initial diesel injection
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Figure 4.15 BTEX verification results for sampling port #2
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Figure 4.16 BTEX verification results for sampling port #3
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Figure 4.17 BTEX verification results for sampling port #4
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Figure 4.18 BTEX verification results for sampling port #6
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4.4 Summary 
In this research, flow cell experiments were conducted to physically simulate BTEX 
contamination and natural attenuation processes in the subsurface. A commercial groundwater 
modeling tool BioF&T 3D was applied to conduct numerical simulations. A new hybrid 
stochastic – DOE aided parameterization method was developed to improve the modeling 
performance and implemented in a case study.  
It was found that the developed HSDP method can efficiently identify key parameters and 
their interactions for the simulation models. After optimizing the regression equations predicted 
by DOE, the obtained responses closely followed those achieved from simulations of the 
numerical models. The impacts of individual parameters on the model’s overall goodness of fit 
were reflected by conducting Monte Carlo simulations within the narrowed intervals based on 
the DOE optimized parameters, and the combination of parameters was further updated as better 
responses were found. For verification, a good level of fit between the simulated and observed 
data from flow cell experiments was presented.  
The application of the HSDP method can also be potentially extended to different 
subsurface models, in which parameter uncertainties and interactions need to be identified in a 
robust and efficient way. More complicated spatial and temporal simulation domains, such as 
variation of temperature, different recharging schedules, and heterogeneous soil profiles, can be 
involved to investigate the generality of the HSDP method in future studies.  
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CHAPTER 5: SIMULATION OF BIOSURFACTANT 
ENHANCED AQUIFER REMEDIATION PROCESSES 
5.1 Background 
Aquifer contamination from petroleum hydrocarbons spills has been causing widespread 
concerns. It often leads to severe and long-term impacts on the environment and threatens human 
health (Langwaldt and Puhakka, 2000; Wang et al., 2012; Pasha et al., 2014). In order to control 
the risk of subsurface hydrocarbon contamination and mitigate its negative consequences, it is 
crucial to develop and deploy effective in-situ remediation technologies.  
Many countermeasures have been well studied and able to meet the remediation 
requirements under different circumstances, such as bioremediation, pump-and-treat, and soil 
flushing (Huang et al., 2006a; Atteia et al., 2013; Yadav et al., 2014). Especially during the recent 
decade, surfactant enhanced aquifer remediation (SEAR) as a promising approach has gained 
increasing attention (Childs et al., 2006; Paria, 2008; Zhao et al., 2014). By forming the oil-
swollen micelles, surfactant enhances the mobility and solubility of hydrophobic non-aqueous 
phase liquid (NAPL), which can thus significantly promote the physical removal rate and 
accelerate the biodegradation of hydrocarbons (Qin et al., 2007; Peng et al., 2011; Zheng et al., 
2012; Li et al., 2015b). Compared to chemical synthetized surfactants, biosurfactants produced 
by microorganisms are more favorably considered in environmental applications due to its 
biodegradability, low toxicity, and competitive effectiveness (Mulligan, 2005; Zhang et al., 2011; 
Liu et al., 2014). 
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Previous studies mainly involved lab scale column experiments to evaluate the performance 
of biosurfactant, whereas larger scale experiments based on multidimensional reactors were 
rarely conducted (Gudiña et al., 2012; Joshi and Desai, 2013; Bolobajev et al., 2015). 
Additionally, most of the researches of biosurfactant focused on rhamnolipid, which is a type of 
well-studied biosurfactant at the current stage. Studies for other types of biosurfactant such as 
surfactin, however, were limited.  
On the other hand, for numerical simulation of SEAR processes, a simulator named 
UTCHEM has been the dominant option. Its complex kinetic equations describing non-
equilibrium flow and mass transfer processes due to the presence of surfactant, however, make it 
a heavy computational burden to specifically identify all the surfactant properties or to introduce 
stochastic parameters for sensitivity/uncertainty analysis and model calibration (He et al., 2008; 
Luo and Lu, 2014). It is particularly true considering the types of biosurfactants and their 
application methods may vary from case to case, which can bring significant inconvenience to 
practical applications. Despite that existing simulators designated for BSEAR are rare; it is 
common to find substitutive models that are capable of simulating the fate of subsurface NAPL 
contaminants when surfactant is not presented. As an example, BioF&T 3D has been a mature 
simulator developed by Katyal (1997a) to solve multiphase and multicomponent biodegradation, 
flow, and transport in porous media. Its input parameters are much simplified compared to 
UTCHEM, and it has been widely used in multiple previous studies (Suk et al., 2000; Lee et al., 
2001; Liu et al., 2004; Qin et al., 2008b; Kumar, 2012). Therefore, it is highly desired to study 
the possibility of developing a surrogate model for UTCHEM, so that the simulation of SEAR 
processes can be more efficiently, robustly, and flexibly conducted in practices. 
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To help fill the knowledge gap, this chapter focuses on advancing BioF&T 3D and enabling 
it to simulate BSAER processes. The objective is to be realized by conducting parallel flow cell 
experiments and employing the hybrid Stochastic – DOE aided parameterization (HSDP) method 
to provide a combination of calibrated parameters for BioF&T 3D. The method was 
demonstrated in Chapter 4 with proven efficiency and effectiveness in modeling a soil washing 
process without the addition of surfactant. A type of lab synthetized surfactin crude biosufactant 
solution is selected and deployed in soil flushing processes for its performance assessed. 
5.2 Methodology 
5.2.1 Materials and Experimental Setups 
In order to provide experimental data for model parameterization, calibration and 
verification, the same integrated physical and numerical modeling approach as described in 
Chapter 3 was deployed in this study. The sketch of flow cell experiments involving 
biosurfactant was illustrated in Figure 5.1. Details of flow cell setups, soil loading processes, 
aqueous samples collecting as well as analyzing methods were also provided in Chapter 3.    
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Figure 5.1 Flow cell experiments with biosurfactant injection
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Two experiments were conducted in parallel using identical flow cells: unit 1 was for soil 
flushing without introducing biosurfactant (NOBS Scenario), whereas unit 2 was for 
biosurfactant enhanced soil flushing (BS Scenario). Clear diesel fuel was injected at one time to 
the same depth as but 7.5 cm left to the sampling port #1 to mimic a NAPL leakage in both of the 
flow cells, and BTEX within the aqueous phase was the compounds to be analyzed.  
The introduced crude biosurfactant was surfactin generated by Bacillus subtilis and 
synthetized by the NRPOP Lab. According to the study of Zhang (2015), the CMC of the same 
type of surfactin was determined as 0.01% and the suggested concentration for PCB removal 
using soil washing was 0.5%. The amount of 45 ml water and surfactin at the inlet were injected 
in Unit 1 and 2, respectively. The water flow rate was kept at 12 ml/min for both flow cells, 
which could sustain a biosurfactant concentration level approximating to 0.5% during the first 12 
hours after the diesel was injected. Aqueous samples were collected from the sampling ports #1, 
#2, #3, #5, and #6, and analyzed at a 12 hours interval during the first two days, after which 24 
hours interval was applied until 120 hours after the initial diesel injection.  
5.2.2 Parameterization 
The HSDP method was modified and used in this study to advance BioF&T 3D in 
simulating biosurfactant enhanced soil flushing, and further to investigate the sensitivities and 
potential interactions between relevant parameters. 
Generally, the HSDP method was performed by: 1) building the DOE models based on 
screened parameters and defined responses, which could reflect the goodness of fit between 
observed and simulated data; 2) identifying the significances and interactions of parameters; 3) 
optimizing the DOE predicted responses; 4) introducing stochastic data within reduced intervals 
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based on the optimized parameters; 5) running Monte Carlo simulation to find the optimal 
responses with the corresponding combinations of parameters.  
Detailed steps of the HSDP method, as well as its demonstration in a case study based on 
the similar setups of flow cell experiments for the NOBS scenario, can be found in Chapter 4.  
5.3 Result and Discussion 
5.3.1 Flow cell experiment 
Table 5.1 shows the concentration of BTEX monitored with both of the flow cell units from 
multiple sampling ports including the effluents during a 120-hour period.  The BTEX 
concentration in effluents from both flow cell units was plotted in Figure 5.2. In this study, the 
abundance of BTEX in diesel was determined as 76 ppm, 768 ppm, 815 ppm, and 3380 ppm for 
benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylene, respectively.  
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Table 5.1 Monitored BTEX concentration from parallel flow cell experiments 
 Sampling  
Ports 
12hours 24hours 36hours 48hours 72hours 96hours 120hours 
 BS NO 
BS 
BS NO 
BS 
BS NO 
BS 
BS NO 
BS 
BS NO 
BS 
BS NO 
BS 
BS NO 
BS 
Benzene #1 17 10 12 12 8 14 - 14 - 4 - - - - 
 #2 9 6 8 8 7 9 - 9 - 5 - 4 - - 
 #3 7 4 7 8 7 10 5 8 - 8 - 6 - 5 
 #6 - - - - 5 4 6 4 - 4 - - - - 
 Effluent #5 25 8 11 12 4 8 - 7 - 3 - - - - 
Toluene #1 146 96 116 122 100 124 69 113 10 76 10 24 8 21 
 #2 120 60 102 94 81 103 67 94 28 61 16 26 14 7 
 #3 45 26 57 51 56 55 56 47 9 44 - 28 - 7 
 #6 7 - 12 17 13 21 18 24 16 17 10 9 - - 
 Effluent #5 74 35 64 43 22 23 26 15 13 10 9 10 7 8 
Ethyl 
benzene 
#1 151 104 128 115 64 129 46 112 15 22 - 13 - 10 
#2 100 37 64 69 56 80 61 78 32 26 - 12 - 11 
 #3 45 25 52 40 68 44 34 59 13 32 8 23 7 16 
 #6 8 - 10 8 15 10 20 12 - 18 - 9 - 9 
 Effluent #5 60 18 41 21 16 18 18 10 6 9 6 7 - - 
Xylene #1 656 418 383 534 346 436 145 400 123 196 137 104 98 109 
 #2 277 227 295 279 332 300 273 326 107 191 79 54 73 41 
 #3 193 53 215 148 203 212 168 249 41 217 25 88 20 55 
 #6 15 8 31 13 41 32 66 54 75 93 74 116 58 84 
 Effluent #5 147 12 76 38 26 94 30 45 30 40 28 33 16 33 
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Figure 5.2 Analyzed BTEX concentrations in the effluents
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 As can be observed, the concentration of BTEX in the effluent peaked after 12 hours of 
diesel injection for the BS scenario, whereas the concentration peaks were retarded for the 
NOBS scenario. This phenomenon indicated that the targeted contaminants tend to migrate along 
with the water flow in a quicker manner after the introducing of the biosurfactant. It suggested 
that the biosurfactant could lead to the enhanced dissolution of BTEX and increased mobility of 
diesel. Additionally, it was also noticed that the distinctions between BS and NOBS scenarios 
regarding the BTEX concentration in the effluent were predominate during the first 12 hours 
after the diesel injection, which should be highlighted in the parameterization processes. 
5.3.2 Parameterization 
According to Chapter 4, in which HSDP method was applied and demonstrated in case 
study of parameterizing the NOBS scenario, porosity, distribution coefficient (AKD), and 
Henry’s constant (GAMA) were identified as significant factors in the simulation model. 
Therefore, they were defined in this study as well. Additionally, it was also found that the ratio of 
targeted contaminants loaded into the subsurface system during the first 12 hours to the quantity 
loaded within the entire duration (120 hours) would affect the time when the concentration peak 
appears at each location in the simulation domain. This factor can be adjusted by modifying the 
number of simulation time steps set for each concentration output interval. Therefore, the first 12 
hours loading ratio (12LR) was also included in parameterizing BioF&T 3D for modeling 
biosurfactant enhanced soil flushing processes, whereas it was kept constant as 0.35 for 
modeling the processes without the addition of biosurfactant.   
The response selected for the DOE model was Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) with 
the coefficient of determination (R2) also calculated during the whole parameterization process. 
Traditional sensitivity analysis method One-factor-at-a-time (OFAT) was applied to screen the 
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parameters and identify their corresponding ranges as inputs of the DOE model. The upper 
bounds and lower bounds of porosity, AKD, and GAMA were determined based on Chapter 4. 
The ranges of 12LR were upgraded by exceeding the original value of 0.35, given that a higher 
loading speed could normally be anticipated from the addition of biosurfactant. The lower bound 
and upper bound of each screened parameter were summarized in Table 5.2.  
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Table 5.2 Screened parameters and their ranges for the DOE models 
Parameters Unit  Lower 
bound 
Upper 
bound 
A: 12LR - BTEX 0.40 0.75 
B: porosity - BTEX 0.30 0.38 
C: distribution 
coefficient 
(AKD) 
- Benzene: 
Toluene: 
Ethyl benzene: 
Xylene: 
1.50 
2.00 
2.40 
2.40 
3.50 
3.20 
4.00 
4.00 
D: Henry’s 
constant 
(GAMA) 
- Benzene: 
Toluene: 
Ethyl benzene: 
Xylene: 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.15 
0.30 
0.40 
0.40 
0.33 
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For each compound of BTEX, 30 groups of simulations including six center points were 
conducted by running the simulation model with different combinations of parameters A to D. To 
model the possible curvatures generated by the selected parameters and response, the central 
composite design (CCD) with Design Expert 7.1® was applied. The Analysis of Variance 
(ANOVA) results is summarized in Table 5.3. 
The results indicated that interactions of factors C (distribution coefficient) and D (Henry’s 
constant), A2 (quadratic term of the first 12 hours loading ratio), and C2 (quadratic term of 
distribution coefficient) were significant model terms in general with the p-values much lower or 
close to 0.05. Also, the interaction of factors A and C was involved specifically in modeling 
ethylbenzene. Even though for different species, some of the p-values for the individual factors 
A, C, or D were much higher than 0.05, these factors were also included in predicting the 
responses for the DOE models. Factor B (porosity), however, was not considered as a significant 
factor and excluded by the CCD models in this case.  The interactions of factors C and D for all 
the four species of BTEX, as well as interaction of factors A and C for ethylbenzene were plotted 
using CCD and illustrated in Figures 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7.  Obvious curvatures were 
observed within all the 3D graphs, which suggested pronounced interacting effects between the 
involved factors. Taking the interaction of factors C and D as an example, a lower level of factor 
D would contribute to the decrease of the RMSD when factor C was at its lower level. However, 
decreasing the value of factor D when factor C was at its higher level would lead to the rising of 
the RMSD instead. These interaction effects also indicated that assuming distribution coefficient 
of BTEX increases, which was reasonable considering the enhanced dissolution effects from 
biosurfactant, the Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) tended to stay in the aqueous phase (as 
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reflected by the increasing of Henry’s constant). The interaction of 12LR and distribution 
coefficient for ethylbenzene, however, was complicated as the response was not in a monotonic 
relationship with the parameters in their corresponding ranges. The 3D graphs also provided a 
general idea of where the optimal responses were located under different factor settings, which 
was identified by the lowest points on the plotted surfaces. 
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Figure 5.3 3D surface graph of factors C and D interactions for benzene
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Figure 5.4 3D surface graph of factors C and D interactions for toluene
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Figure 5.5 3D surface graph of factors A and C interactions for ethylbenzene
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Figure 5.6 3D surface graph of factors C and D interactions for ethylbenzene
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Figure 5.7 3D surface graph of factors C and D interactions for xylene
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The predicted regression equation for RMSD in terms of coded factors was also given by 
CCD as follows: 
RMSDb  = 30.60 − 59.85A − 9.92C + 33.45D − 15.47CD + 54.13A
2 + 2.70C2                 (5.1) 
RMSDt  = 54.68 − 137.57A − 10.33C + 68.06D − 25.64CD + 138.71A
2 + 3.30C2           (5.2) 
RMSDe  = 98.57 − 204.16A − 20.75C + 75.25D + 7.99AC − 21.70CD + 153.10A
2 + 3.25C2   
(5.3) 
RMSDx  = 333.22 − 646.72A − 70.29C + 240.13D − 66.65CD + 578.83A
2 + 12.10C2    (5.4) 
As objectives, the RMSD predictions were then minimized by using nonlinear optimization. 
An optimization software package Lingo®, was applied in this process. The optimized 
parameters were then put back to the simulation model to achieve actual responses and R2 
values. The comparisons of predicted and actual responses after optimization were summarized 
in Table 5.3, and acceptable matches between the CCD predicted responses and the actual ones 
achieved by taking the suggested sets of parameters in the simulation models. 
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Table 5.3 ANOVA results of central composite design 
Source Sum of squares 
(b/t/e/x)* 
df 
(b/t/e/x) 
Mean square 
(b/t/e/x) 
F value 
(b/t/e/x) 
p-value (Prob>F) 
(b/t/e/x) 
Model 277.88/927.06 
/830.56/11869.58 
6/6/7/6 46.31/154.51 
/118.65/1978.26 
13.77/13.71 
24.51/24.92 
<0.0001/<0.0001 
/ <0.0001/<0.0001 
A-12LR 4.21/354.26 
/4.64/263.65 
1/1/1/1 4.21/354.26 
/4.64/263.65 
1.25/31.44 
0.96/3.32 
0.2748/< 0.0001 
/0.3381/0.0814 
C-AKD 1.81/6.38 
/54.32/1198.36 
1/1/1/1 1.81/6.38 
/54.32/1198.36 
0.54/0.57 
11.22/15.10 
0.4704/0.4595 
/0.0029/0.0007 
D-GAMA 1.63/0.46 
/8.13/140.14 
1/1/1/1 1.63/0.46 
/8.13/140.14 
0.49/0.041 
1.68/1.77 
0.4931/0.8420 
/0.2085/0.1970 
CD 9.57/37.88 
/48.20/368.45 
1/1/1/1 9.57/37.88 
/48.20/368.45 
2.84/3.36/9.96/4.64 0.0052/0.0797 
/0.0046/0.0419 
AC -/-/20.03/- -/-/1/- -/-/20.03/- -/-/4.14/- -/-/0.0542/- 
A2 78.16/513.32 
/625.35/8938.32 
1/1/1/1 78.16/513.32 
/625.35/8938.32 
23.24/45.56/129.17/112.60 <0.0001/<0.0001 
/<0.0001/< 0.0001 
C2 207.59/40.16 
/122.91/1706.30 
1/1/1/1 207.59/40.16 
/122.91/1706.30 
61.73/3.56/25.39/21.50 <0.0001/0.0717 
/<0.0001/0.0001 
Residual 77.35/259.15 
/106.51/1825.74 
23/23/22/23 3.36/11.27 
/4.84/79.38 
  
Cor Total 355.23/1186.21 
/937.07/13695.32 
29/29/29/29    
*(b/t/e/x) denotes benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylene.
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Table 5.4 Summary of predicted and actual responses after optimization of the DOE 
models 
 Optimized parameters Predicted Actual 
A: 
12LR 
C: 
AKD 
D: 
GAMA 
Response 
RMSD 
(ppb) 
Response 
RMSD 
(ppb) 
R2 
Benzene 0.55 2.70 0.30 4.46 5.25 0.71 
Toluene 0.50 2.34 0.20 16.08 12.31 0.91 
Ethylbenzene 0.57 3.83 0.40 14.44 14.32 0.86 
Xylene 0.56 4.00 0.40 54.43 53.56 0.86 
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Despite that the RMSD values obtained by DOE parameterization were reasonably low with 
well acceptable R2 values; it was not sufficiently evident to assume these results as the best 
calibration sets for the simulation models given that only 30 groups of parameter combinations 
were examined by CCD. In order to further improve the parameterization results, stochastic 
values were introduced based on the reduced ranges of parameters optimized by CCD. 
Consequently, the impact from uncertain parameters on response distributions could be 
quantified, and the risk of ignoring parameter combinations for better responses could also be 
reduced. 
Uniform distribution was applied to generate 60 groups of data for each of the three selected 
parameters, which were factors A, C, and D. Their updated intervals were generated by 
centralizing the optimized parameters and expanding with ±20% of their initial intervals. Monte 
Carlo simulations running the simulation models based on the 60 stochastic parameter 
combinations were conducted. The relationships between selected parameters and responses 
distributions were shown in Figures 5.8, 5.9, and 5.10.  
It was noticed that only parts of the results (12LR on toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylene, 
AKD on benzene) showed clear trends of responses distributions due to the changes of individual 
parameters, whereas the others were randomly scattered. This phenomenon further manifested 
that interaction effects between parameters could hardly be revealed by simply using the 
traditional uncertainty and sensitivity analysis methods based on iterations. At the same time, 
multiple points were found lower than the previously RMSD values obtained by the DOE aided 
parameterization processes, leading to the improved calibration results. The final calibration 
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results were summarized in Table 5.5, including the comparison of the results achieved without 
introducing stochastic parameters by Monte Carlo simulations.    
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Figure 5.8 Effects of 12LR uncertainties on RMSD
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Figure 5.9 Effects of AKD uncertainties on RMSD
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Figure 5.10 Effects of GAMA uncertainties on RMSD
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Table 5.5 Summary of the final parameterization results without / with Monte Carlo 
simulations 
 Selected parameters Calibrated results 
A: 12LR C: AKD D: GAMA RMSD (ppb) R2 
Benzene 0.55/0.544 2.70/2.426 0.30/0.311 5.25/4.31 0.71/0.80 
Toluene 0.50/0.463 2.34/2.217 0.20/0.216 12.31/11.92 0.91/0.92 
Ethylbenzene 0.57/0.522 3.83/3.534 0.40/0.365 14.32/13.43 0.86/0.88 
Xylene 0.56/0.517 4.00/3.912 0.40/0.364 53.56/50.57 0.86/0.87 
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Table 5.6 and Table 5.7 summarized the goodness of fit between simulated data and 
observed ones in both temporal and spatial scales. It was found that the concentrations of BTEX 
were more accurately modeled at earlier time stages and at sampling ports which were closer to 
the diesel spilling location, especially for the first time stage (e.g. 0.94 for Ethylbenzene) and 
sampling port #1 (e.g. 0.98 for Toluene). However, the goodness of fit was not satisfactory for 
later time stages and sampling ports remoter from the spilling location. One explanation could be 
that simulation was conducted under the assumption of homogenous soil profile, which was not 
possible to be realized during the loading of sand in this flow cell experiment. Especially in the 
vertical directions, stratifications were observed. On the other hand, the lack-of-fit effects for the 
relatively lower concentrations from later sampling stages and distant sampling ports were more 
dominant than higher concentration levels, and slight deviations might lead to the decreasing R2 
value. However, the overall R2 values were to a large extent controlled by higher concentration 
levels, which makes the calculations of goodness of fit from latter sampling stages and remoter 
sampling ports less significant.    
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Table 5.6 R
2
 values of all the sampling ports at different time stages 
 12h 24h 36h 48h 
Benzene 0.84 0.59 0.30 - 
Toluene 0.91 0.89 0.83 0.85 
Ethylbenzene 0.94 0.76 0.73 0.33 
Xylene 0.92 0.93 0.85 0.62 
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Table 5.7 R
2
 values during the entire sampling period from different sampling ports 
 #1 #2 #3 
Benzene 0.68 0.65 0.57 
Toluene 0.98 0.88 0.33 
Ethylbenzene 0.88 0.57 0.70 
Xylene 0.84 0.87 0.69 
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5.3.3 Comparison of BS and NOBS processes 
The comparisons of BS and NOBS were conducted mainly from two aspects. Firstly, the 
values of parameters from both scenarios were compared after the parameterizations as 
summarized in Table 5.8. For the BS scenario, factors A, C, and D were optimized while factor B 
was kept constant as deterministic parameter according to the ANOVA results from CCD. For the 
NOBS scenario, factor A was kept constant whereas the other three factors were optimized based 
on factorial design.  
Secondly, taking each individual parameter into consideration, a higher factor A (12 LR) 
suggested that compared to the NOBS scenario, a larger proportion of NAPL contaminants were 
loaded into the simulation system during the first 12 hours for the BS scenario. This variation of 
parameter also indicated an enhancement of dissolution effects of the NAPL contaminants from 
the addition of biosurfactant. For B (porosity), C (distribution coefficient), as well as D (Henry’s 
constant), the regularity of variation was not found.  
After parameterization, simulated and observed BTEX concentrations for BS and NOBS 
scenarios from each sampling port were presented in Figures 5.11, 5.12, 5.13, and 5.14. For the 
BS scenario, earlier concentration peaks were observed from sampling ports #1 and #2 compared 
to the NOBS scenario, which further confirmed the enhanced dissolution effects from the applied 
crude biosurfactant even though at a low concentration. However, the trends were not obvious 
for sampling ports #3 and #6. Not many observed data were available for benzene due to its 
relatively low abundance in diesel, which led to the challenges for analyzing low concentration 
samples below the detection limits of the applied analyzing methods.     
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Figure 5.11 Effects comparison of BS and NOBS after the parameterization at sampling 
port #1 
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Figure 5.12 Effects comparison of BS and NOBS after the parameterization at sampling 
port #2
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Figure 5.13 Effects comparison of BS and NOBS after the parameterization at sampling 
port #3
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Figure 5.14 Effects comparison of BS and NOBS after the parameterization at sampling 
port #6
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Table 5.8 Comparisons of parameters values for BS / NOBS processes after the final 
parameterization 
 A: 12LR B: Porosity C: AKD D: GAMA 
Benzene 0.544/0.350 0.380/0.394 2.426/2.179 0.311/0.230 
Toluene 0.463/0.350 0.380/0.378 2.217/2.774 0.216/0.257 
Ethylbenzene 0.522/0.350 0.380/0.376 3.534/3.145 0.365/0.268 
Xylene 0.517/0.350 0.380/0.389 3.912/3.260 0.364/0.196 
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5.3.4 Verification 
The verification of the simulation model was undertaken by changing the volume of the 
diesel introduced into the system from 15 ml to 20 ml, while keeping the same quantity of crude 
biosurfactant injection as 45 ml. The water flow rate was maintained 12 ml/min. Hence, it was 
assumed the equivalent biosurfactant concentration is identical to the one used for 
parameterization processes. The comparisons of simulated and observed BTEX concentrations 
from each sampling port were presented in Figures 5.15, 5.16, 5.17, and 5.18. The results 
demonstrated an overall satisfactory level of fit, with the overall R2 value reaches 0.76, 0.81, 
0.83, and 0.81 for benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylene, respectively.  
Simulation results at different time stages in the form of BTEX concentrations contours at 
the X-Z plane are shown in Figures 5.19, 5.20, 5.21, and 5.22. The migrations of contaminates 
over time were found reasonably close to practice during the first 36 hours after the diesel 
injection. As appeared in the concentration contours for the following periods, the majority of 
remaining BTEX was observed migrate to the downstream. The boundary effects might be the 
cause of higher concentrations accumulated at the downstream boundaries of the simulation 
domain. Also, the concentration levels adjacent to the source of spill after 36 hours might not be 
reflect the practical situation. It was due to the limited number of BioF&T 3D transport 
schedules, which were mostly taken to describe the earlier time stages with higher concentration 
levels. However, the behaviors of contaminants transportation were not sufficiently revealed 
after the first 36 hours, which could lead to the deficits of concentration at the source of spill. 
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Figure 5.15 BTEX verification results for sampling port #1
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Figure 5.16 BTEX verification results for sampling port #2 
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Figure 5.17 BTEX verification results for sampling port #3 
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Figure 5.18 BTEX verification results for sampling port #6 
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Figure 5.19 Simulated benzene concentration (in ppb) contours at the X-Z plane (in cm) at 
different time stages after initial diesel injection
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Figure 5.20 Simulated toluene concentration (in ppb) contours at the X-Z plane (in cm) at 
different time stages after initial diesel injection 
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Figure 5.21 Simulated ethylbenzene concentration (in ppb) contours at the X-Z plane (in 
cm) at different time stages after initial diesel injection 
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Figure 5.22 Simulated xylene concentration (in ppb) contours at the X-Z plane (in cm) at 
different time stages after initial diesel injection 
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5.4 Summary 
In this study, parallel flow cell experiments were conducted to investigate the performance 
of lab synthetized surfactin solution in enhancing aquifer remediation processes. BioF&T 3D 
was advanced to simulate BSEAR processes based on data collection from flow cell experiments 
using the HSDP method.  
Based on the parameterization results, three parameters namely the first 12 hours loading 
ratio, distribution coefficient, and Henry’s constant were examined by the DOE model with their 
interactions revealed. The overall goodness-of-fit represented as R2 values for both calibration 
and verification were satisfactory after the parameterization. In the meantime, through the 
comparisons between BS and NOBS processes, it can also be concluded that mobility and 
solubility of contaminants were enhanced by introducing the studied surfactin biosurfactant. 
These effects could also be reflected in the modification of parameters, especially for the 
increase of 12LR. 
This study initiated the attempts to advance simpler surrogate simulators such as BioF&T 
3D in modeling BSEAR processes. Compared to UTCHEM, which is predominately used to 
simulate SEAR processes, the solution proposed in this study exhibits the advantages of 
simplicity and robustness. Especially for applications in practices, explicitly defining specific 
surfactant related parameters, which might vary from case to case, is a critical challenge. As a 
consequence of this study, the computational demand can be considerably lowered for sensitivity 
and uncertainty analysis of the corresponding parameters, thus to more efficiently facilitate 
practical operations.      
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In future studies, continuously injection of biosurfcant solution with constant concentration 
is recommended, providing that the quantity requirements of biosurfactant can be satisfied. 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
6.1 Summary 
Targeting subsurface hydrocarbon contamination and biosurfactant enhanced aquifer 
remediation (BSEAR) processes, this dissertation research has focused on developing a new 
parameterization method, and applying it to examine modeling uncertainties and improve 
simulation performances. A brief summary of this research is as follows: 
1) An integrated physical and numerical modeling approach for subsurface simulations has 
been established by coupling flow cell experiments with a commercial multidimensional and 
multicomponent simulator BioF&T 3D.  
2) Based on the proposed modeling approach, a new hybrid stochastic-design of experiment 
aided parametrization (HSDP) method has been developed. The HSDP method is able to quantify 
the significance of modeling parameters and reveal their interactions, as well as to assess the 
influence from parameter uncertainties. Also, the application of the HSDP method has been 
demonstrated through a case study, which involves the simulation of soil flushing processes. 
After parameterization, the influences from parameter uncertainties on the overall goodness of fit 
have been efficiently evaluated based on the optimized parameters from the design of experiment 
(DOE) models. It has also led to a satisfactory overall goodness of fit between simulated and 
observed concentrations of contaminants species according to the verification results (R2 = 0.76, 
0.87, 0.82, and 0.90 for benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylene, respectively).  
3) The HSDP method has been further used to advance BioF&T 3D in simulating BSEAR 
processes. Parallel flow cell experiments have been conducted to investigate the performance of 
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a type of lab synthetized surfactin in enhancing aquifer remediation processes. Based on the 
parameterization results, three parameters namely the first 12 hours loading ratio (12LR), 
distribution coefficient, and Henry’s constant were examined by the DOE model with their 
interactions revealed. The overall goodness of fit for verification was satisfactory after the 
parameterization (R2 = 0.76, 0.81, 0.83, and 0.81 for benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylene, 
respectively). In the meantime, through the comparisons between biosurfactant enhanced soil 
flushing (BS) and soil flushing without introducing biosurfactant (NOBS) scenarios, it can also 
be concluded that mobility and solubility of contaminants were enhanced by introducing the 
surfactin solution. These effects could also be reflected in the adjustments of parameters, 
especially for the increase of 12LR (from 0.350 to 0.544, 0.462, 0.522, and 0.517 for benzene, 
toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylene, respectively).     
6.2 Research Achievements 
A new HSDP method has been developed and demonstrated within an integrated physical 
and numerical modeling approach. The HSDP method is capable of not only identifying the 
significance of individual parameters, but also revealing their interactions. Meanwhile, the 
influence from stochastic parameters were reflected and further contributed to an improved 
calibration results for the numerical model. The efficiency and effectiveness in achieving high 
goodness of fit between simulated and experimental observed data have also been proven. In 
addition to subsurface simulations, the application of the HSDP method can also be potentially 
extended to different types of numerical models, such as hydrology models, hydrodynamic 
models, and water quality models, to identify parameter uncertainties and interactions in a robust 
and efficient way. 
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 This research has also initiated the attempts to advance simpler numerical models in 
modeling complicated BSEAR processes. By employing the HSDP method, physical meanings 
of the adjustments of parameters were well explained and were in accord with the observed data 
from the flow cell experiments. Compared to UTCHEM, which has predominately been used in 
existing studies, the solution proposed in this study exhibited the advantages of simplicity and 
robustness. Especially for applications in practices, explicitly defining specific surfactant related 
parameters, which might vary from case to case, can be a critical challenge. As a consequence of 
this study, the computational demand can be considerably lowered for sensitivity and uncertainty 
analysis of the corresponding parameters, thus to more efficiently facilitate practical operations.   
Based on this dissertation research, two journal papers have been generated: 
1. Li, Z., Chen, B., Wu, H., and Ye, X. (2016). A hybrid stochastic - design of 
experiment aided parameterization method for modeling aquifer NAPL 
contaminations.  
2. Li, Z., Chen, B., Wu, H., Zhang, H., Ye, X., and Zhang, K. (2016). A 
parameterization study for modeling biosurfactant enhanced aquifer remediation 
processes based on flow cell experiments.  
6.3 Recommendations for Future Research 
Further studies of the BSEAR processes and applications of the HSDP method involving 
pilot-scale or field-scale simulations are recommended to be conducted. An existing pilot-scale 
soil reactor is ready to use in the Northern Region Persistent Organic Pollution Control (NRPOP) 
Lab. Based on this soil reactor, research plans have already been made targeting a real 
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contaminated site in Labrador, Canada. Soil loading is ongoing at the current stage. Different 
types of biosurfactants are also planned to be applied in the future studies.    
Further effort can also be put on integrating numerical simulations of different aquifer 
remediation processes with optimizations to support decision makings in practice, particularly 
under more complicated spatial and temporal conditions such as the variation of temperature, 
different recharging schedules, and heterogeneous soil profiles. 
Furthermore, the generalization of the HSDP method for parameterizing numerical models 
in different fields can also be conducted in future studies. 
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